
One giant leap in specialist fishing tackle!  

Those who dedicate themselves completely to one discipline of angling have no 

time for average, allround equipment.  

Quantum offers exactly the top quality tackle required.
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EXO TI
Dream high-end spinning reel with breathtakingly light weight. The skeleton 
design delivers unparalleled rigidity combined with outstanding functionali-
ty. Available in the four most popular sizes. From the cute size 20 for trout 
anglers through to the fully-grown pike and salmon model in size 50. The 
new edition has been further optimised and impresses with its silky smooth 
action and indestructible titanium axle.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Rotor in C4LF™ Carbon
 · Aluminium skeleton housing
 · Finely adjustable CSC™ front drag system (carbon drag discs)
 · CNC stainless steel handle
 · Titanium-nitride-coated line roller with anti-twist system
 · Ni-Ti™ indestructible bail system
 · Titanium reel shaft
 · Perforated aluminium Long Stroke™ spool with ceramic front edge
 · Perfect line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · MegaShieldTM multi-layer coating

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0513 020 1120 140 / 0,20 5,3:1 73 cm 11 7,3 kg / 16 lbs 230 g

0513 030 1130 150 / 0,30 5,2:1 80 cm 11 9,1 kg / 20 lbs 255 g

0513 040 1140 210 / 0,23 5,2:1 85 cm 11 9,1 kg / 20 lbs 280 g

0513 050 1150 205 / 0,24 5,2:1 93 cm 11 10,0 kg / 22 lbs 305 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 404 Sp. Spool Exo Ti 1120 Alu

0987 405 Sp. Spool Exo Ti 1130 Alu

0987 406 Sp. Spool Exo Ti 1140 Alu

0987 407 Sp. Spool Exo Ti 1150 Alu
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SMOKE S3
The Quantum Smoke 3 remains true to the philosophy of “metal where 
it matters”, which is reflected by the visually attractive skeleton design of 
the third-generation Smoke. This has enabled us to dramatically reduce 
the weight of the reel without making even the slightest compromise in 
terms of rigidity. The reel continues the tradition of a metal body which 
is robust while ensuring an ultra-smooth gear action. Wherever metal 
has had to be used it has been used, but in a weight-optimised form. 
The new Reel Engine Design 2.0, or RED for short, ensures silky smooth 
action and optimal line distribution even with ultra-thin braided lines. 
The rotor is made from a composite of a plastic used in space travel and 
long carbon fibres (approx. 10 mm), which is extremely difficult to process 
but achieves incredible rigidity. The Smoke also impresses with a “braid 
band”, a specially designed rubber ring on the spool, which enables the 
spool to be immediately loaded with braided line without firstly having to 
load backing line onto the spool core. The braid sits securely on the rub-
ber and twisting is completely eliminated.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Razor Rotor Design
 · Aluminium skeleton housing
 · CSC 2.0 drag system with carbon and plasma coated ceramic 
washers
 · Slimline handle
 · Large line roller with anti-twist system
 · Ni-Ti™ indestructible bail system
 · MaxCast ultra-light skeleton spool
 · Performance Tuned Super Slow Spool Oscillation
 · Rapid line retrieval
 · Dura-Lok Clutch
 · Foot Forward™ reel foot for better rod balance

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0540 015 SM15XPT 140 / 0,18 5,7:1 69 cm 12 3,5 kg / 8 lbs 181 g

0540 025 SM25XPT 140 / 0,20 6,0:1 89 cm 12 9 kg / 20 lbs 235 g

0540 040 SM40XPT 210 / 0,22 6,0:1 96 cm 12 10 kg / 22 lbs 292 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 605 Sp. Spool Smoke S3 SM15XPT Alu

0987 606 Sp. Spool Smoke S3 SM25XPT Alu

0987 607 Sp. Spool Smoke S3 SM40XPT Alu

SMOKE S3 INSHORE
Like its freshwater sister, the new Smoke 3 Inshore, which is spe-
cially designed for saltwater fishing, also has a new and improved 
third edition. Perfect mid-sized spinning reels för sea anglers – 
whether for bass, cod or sea trout. The special production meth-
ods and materials ensure extreme corrosion resistance even with 
frequent use in salt water. And the angler has a chance to appre-
ciate the renowned combination of lightness and stability offered 
by Smoke reels. The Smoke also impresses with a “braid band”, 
a specially designed rubber ring on the spool, which enables the 
spool to be immediately loaded with braided line without firstly 
having to load backing line onto the spool core. The braid sits 
securely on the rubber and twisting is completely eliminated.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Razor Rotor Design
 · Skeleton housing in highly salt-water resistant aluminium, with 
Saltguard 2.0 coating
 · CSC drag system with carbon and ceramic washers
 · 100% wobble-free stainless steel handle, just screws out without 
folding over
 · Titanium-nitride-coated line roller with anti-twist system
 · Ni-Ti™ indestructible bail system
 · Reel Engine Design
 · Ultra-light skeleton spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Dura-Lok Clutch
 · Performance Tuned Anti-Corrision Bearings

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0550 030 SSM30XPT 140 / 0,22 6,0:1 89 cm 12 9 kg / 20 lbs 235 g

0550 040 SSM40XPT 210 / 0,22 6,0:1 96 cm 12 10 kg / 22 lbs 292 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 610 Sp. Spool Smoke S3 Inshore 30 Alu

0987 611 Sp. Spool Smoke S3 Inshore 40 Alu

FRONT DRAG SPINNING

Reel Engine Design 2.0
Reel Engine Design Technology’s 
aluminum unibody construction 
provides a rock-solid base so 
that gears and drive shaft are in 
perfect alignment. The result? 
Greater consistency and tighter 
tolerances for silky-smooth, 
super-free cranking.

Plasma Arc Ceramic Washers

New CSC2TM Drag System
Our patented multi-drag disc design combines 
carbon and ceramic washers to perfectly balance 
smoothness, power, and durability. For light line 
anglers, a redesigned micro adjustment system 
provides fine-tuning at low drag settings.
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CABO PT
This legendary sea reel range has undergone a complete redesign. The main 
objective was to reduce the weight slightly without making any sacrifices 
when it comes to rigidity. In doing so, the Quantum reel engineers even 
managed to improve the performance of drag. In internal tests, the reels 
delivered up to an incredible 70 lb of drag pressure. All the more reason for 
sea predators to fear users of Cabo reels.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Rotor produced in aluminium to be completely distortion-free
 · Robust light metal body in skeleton design
 · Finely adjustable, protected Magnum CSC™ front drag system (carbon 
drag discs)
 · CNC stainless steel handle
 · Non-twist line roller supported by ball bearings
 · Exclusive TiMag™ system: Maintenance-free magnetic bail arm folding 
system
 · Gears made from a super-hard stainless steel alloy
 · Aluminium spool with hardened front edge for longer casting distances
 · Two-speed oscillation system with LMS™ line distribution
 · with permanent anti-reverse
 · Saltguard multi-layer housing coating
 · Inner bail arm stop

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0268 040 CSP40PTsE 210 / 0,23 5.3:1 84 cm 8 13,6 kg / 30 lbs 394 g

0268 050 CSP50PTsE 200 / 0,24 5.3:1 91 cm 8 15,9 kg / 35 lbs 400 g

0268 060 CSP60PTsE 275 / 0,25 4.9:1 94 cm 8 20,4 kg / 45 lbs 680 g

0268 080 CSP80PTsE 300 / 0,30 4.9:1 104 cm 8 24,9 kg / 55 lbs 710 g

0268 100 CSP100PTsE 430 / 0,30 4,7:1 96 cm 8 27,2 kg / 60 lbs 924 g

0268 120 CSP120PTsE 530 / 0,30 4,7:1 127 cm 8 29,5 kg / 65 lbs 935 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 267 Sp.Spool Cabo CSP40PTsE Alu

0987 268 Sp.Spool Cabo CSP50PTsE Alu

0987 269 Sp.Spool Cabo CSP60PTsE Alu

0987 270 Sp.Spool Cabo CSP80PTsE Alu

0987 003 Sp.Spool Cabo CSP100PTsE Alu

0987 004 Sp.Spool Cabo CSP120PTsE Alu

VAPOR
Vapor is the latest generation of fixed-spool reels to take the stage. The reels 
are available in 4 different sizes, all equipped with the latest Quantum reel 
technology. Ranging from sizes 15 to 40, the models are ideal for spinning 
with all conceivable artificial lures and from ultra-light to heavy-duty sport. 
The highly sturdy yet extremely light reel body conceals robust aluminium 
gears and rich 9+1 high-end ball bearings, providing a soft and smooth 
action with no unnecessary play from day one onwards. The bail-arm is 
made from high-quality titanium and will effortlessly absorb even unwel-
come shocks. Meanwhile, the slender line roller is ideally suited to the thin-
nest, ultra-modern PE line classes without twisting. The precisely adjustable 
front drag and stylish, ergonomic cork handle round off the timeless design 
of the XPT reels perfectly.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Razor Rotor Design
 · Aluminium skeleton housing
 · Finely adjustable CSC™ front drag system (carbon drag discs)
 · Large line roller with anti-twist system
 · Ni-Ti™ indestructible bail system
 · Reel Engine Design
 · Maxcast II Skeletal Spool Design
 · Performance Tuned Super Slow Spool Oscillation
 · Dura-Lok Clutch
 · Foot Forward Stem Design

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0381 015 VP15XPT 130 / 0,24 5,7:1 69 cm 10 3,5 kg / 8 lbs 188 g

0381 025 VP25XPT 165 / 0,26 6,0:1 89 cm 10 8 kg / 18 lbs 233 g

0381 030 VP30XPT 200 / 0,26 6,0:1 89 cm 10 9 kg / 20 lbs 241 g

0381 040 VP40XPT 210 / 0,30 6,0:1 96 cm 10 10 kg / 22 lbs 298 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 601 Sp. Spool Vapor VP15XPT Alu

0987 604 Sp. Spool Vapor VP30XPT Alu

0987 602 Sp. Spool Vapor VP25XPT Alu

0987 603 Sp. Spool Vapor VP40XPT Alu

FRONT DRAG SPINNING
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ACCURIST SPINNING
The new Accurist Spinning impresses not only visually but 
also technically as a reel that can withstand the ravages of 
time. With its innovative design, the reel is not only a modern 
gem, its technical features will meet the highest demands of 
spinning anglers. Countless anglers will appreciate the smooth 
gear action, optimal line distribution even with braided lines, 
and the finely adjustable front drag system.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Electronically balanced lightweight rotor (LWR)
 · SCR Alloy
 · Finely adjustable CSC™ front drag system (carbon drag discs)
 · Ergonomic handle and stainless steel components
 · Large line roller with anti-twist system
 · Ni-Ti™ indestructible bail system
 · PT™ gears
 · Aluminium spool with hardened front edge for longer casting distances
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Dura-Lok Clutch
 · Foot Forward Stem Design

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0560 015 15 130 / 0,18 5,3:1 66 cm 7 3 kg / 7 lbs 198 g

0560 025 25 140 / 0,20 5,2:1 71 cm 7 7 kg / 16 lbs 252 g

0560 030 30 140 / 0,22 5,2:1 79 cm 7 8 kg / 18 lbs 258 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 620 Sp. Spool Accurist Spinning 15 Alu

0987 621 Sp. Spool Accurist Spinning 25 Alu

0987 622 Sp. Spool Accurist Spinning 30 Alu

IRON PT
A supreme spinning reel tailor-made for using 
on the sea with salt-water-resistant components 
throughout. Highly robust design that can with-
stand use with braided lines for months on end. 
In a fight, the Inshore’s front drag, with Magnum 
carbon drag discs, means the angler always has 
control. The spool has a special anti-slip core 
meaning braid can be directly wound onto the 
spool.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Electronically balanced lightweight rotor (LWR)
 · Robust light metal body in skeleton design
 · Finely adjustable, protected CSC™ front drag system (carbon 
drag discs)
 · Stainless steel handle with EVA handle knob
 · Titanium-nitride-coated line roller
 · Specially hardened Quantum PT gears
 · Aluminium spool with hardened front edge for longer casting 
distances
 · Two-speed oscillation system with LMS™ line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · Saltguard multi-layer housing coating

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0305 025 IR25PTS 180 / 0,20 5,2:1 72 cm 6 7,3 kg / 16 lbs 253 g

0305 030 IR30PTS 180 / 0,22 5,2:1 72 cm 6 8,2 kg / 18 lbs 260 g

0305 040 IR40PTS 230 / 0,22 5,2:1 84 cm 6 9,1 kg / 20 lbs 329 g

0305 050 IR50PTS 225 / 0,24 5,2:1 92 cm 6 11,3 kg / 25 lbs 337 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 010 Sp.Spool Iron IR25PTS Alu

0987 011 Sp.Spool Iron IR30PTS Alu

0987 012 Sp.Spool Iron IR40PTS Alu

0987 013 Sp.Spool Iron IR50PTS Alu

FRONT DRAG SPINNING

REEL TAPE

Elastic band to protect the line on the reel spool during transport and at the 
water’s edge. Also acts as excellent UV protection and a top storage tip for 
your fishing tackle store at home. Material: 100% Polyester

Code Model Ø Width Weight Content Colour
8560 001 Medium 3,50 cm 1,50 cm 3 g 1 pcs red/black

Trade Pack 25 Pieces
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ULTREX FD
An affordable front-drag reel from Quantum. Slender housing, US 
Quantum reel technology for novices. Classic all-round spinning reel 
range for all spinning techniques, from light trout fishing to soft lure 
sport and spoon fishing for pike and salmon.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Balanced rotor, producing silky smooth action
 · Robust nylon housing
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Die-cast aluminium handle
 · Anti-twist line roller
 · Smooth gears with even line distribution
 · Aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · ABS Nylon spare spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · Foot Forward™ reel foot for better rod balance

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0312 015 515 220 / 0,15 5,2:1 63 cm 5 2,7 kg / 6 lbs 220 g

0312 020 520 200 / 0,25 5,2:1 69 cm 5 4,5 kg / 10 lbs 271 g

0312 030 530 210 / 0,25 5,2:1 72 cm 5 4,5 kg / 10 lbs 280 g

0312 040 540 260 / 0,30 4,8:1 75 cm 5 5,4 kg / 12 lbs 405 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 056 Sp. Spool Ultrex FD 515

0987 057 Sp. Spool Ultrex FD 520

0987 058 Sp. Spool Ultrex FD 530

0987 059 Sp. Spool Ultrex FD 540

TRAX II
The Quantum Trax II now offers even more perfor-
mance for your money. You will clearly feel the fine-
ly-tuned gears and perfect balance. The new handle 
shape, specially designed for Quantum, ensures 
improved power transfer and ergonomics.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Balanced rotor, producing silky smooth action
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · Spare spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0362 015 615 120 / 0,20 5,1:1 60 cm 6 3 kg / 6,6 lbs 208 g

0362 020 620 200 / 0,20 5,0:1 69 cm 6 6 kg / 13,2 lbs 260 g

0362 030 630 240 / 0,20 5,0:1 71 cm 6 6 kg / 13,2 lbs 264 g

0362 040 640 200 / 0,30 4,6:1 75 cm 6 7,5 kg / 16,5 lbs 374 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 363 Sp.Spool Trax II 615

0987 364 Sp.Spool Trax II 620

0987 365 Sp.Spool Trax II 630

0987 366 Sp.Spool Trax II 640

FRONT DRAG SPINNING
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CENTEX
A renowned name in the Quantum mid-price segment: Centex! 
Besides the more than rock solid interior, our testers were par-
ticularly impressed by the super-slim, compact housing made 
from fibre-reinforced nylon material. The finely-tuned gears and 
optimal gear ratio for the reel size enable perfect retrieve action. 
The handle, which has been newly developed by Quantum, 
ensures extremely comfortable handling even on long sessions.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Balanced rotor, producing silky smooth action
 · Compact housing design
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Performance Tuned Power Handle
 · Aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · Spare spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0363 015 815 120 / 0,20 5,1:1 60 cm 8 3 kg / 6,6 lbs 205 g

0363 020 820 200 / 0,20 5,0:1 69 cm 8 6 kg / 13,3 lbs 257 g

0363 030 830 240 / 0,20 5,0:1 71 cm 8 6 kg / 13,2 lbs 261 g

0363 040 840 200 / 0,30 4,6:1 75 cm 8 7,5 kg / 16,5 lbs 371 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 367 Sp.Spool Centex 815

0987 368 Sp.Spool Centex 820

0987 369 Sp.Spool Centex 830

0987 370 Sp.Spool Centex 840

VANTEX
A fantastic reel series in the Quantum range: The reels impress 
with their ultra-light weight, highly pleasant, silky smooth gear 
action and stylish design. With 10 ball bearings, the reel has 
high-class features for the price segment. The outstanding per-
formance data is achieved using the finest components, such as 
high-quality drag discs and a rotor in a skeleton design as well 
as the new ergonomic handle for perfect comfort. Available 
in all the most popular sizes for freshwater spinning. Whether 
perch fishing with a size 20 ‘mini-reel’, or using wobblers for 
pike with a size 40 fighting machine , the Vantex is always a 
reliable partner.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Electronically balanced lightweight rotor (LWR)
 · Compact housing design
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Folding aluminium handle
 · Robust power gears
 · Perforated aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · Spare spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Multistop anti-reverse clutch

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0364 020 1020 200 / 0,20 5,0:1 69 cm 10 6 kg / 13,3 lbs 267 g

0364 030 1030 240 / 0,20 5,0:1 71 cm 10 6 kg / 13,3 lbs 271 g

0364 040 1040 200 / 0,30 4,6:1 75 cm 10 7,5 kg / 16,5 lbs 381 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 372 Sp.Spool Vantex 1020

0987 373 Sp.Spool Vantex 1030

0987 374 Sp.Spool Vantex 1040

FRONT DRAG SPINNING
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DRIVE
A dream high-performance spinning reel range with extremely 
low production tolerances for an optimal, smooth action and 
long service life. This type of reel is primarily used with very 
low diameter braided lines, e.g. for drop shot fishing, soft 
lure fishing or twitching. That is why it is also available in the 
smaller sizes 5 and 10 as well as the standard medium sizes. 
The Drive employs the Reel Engine concept exclusively devel-
oped by Quantum, as used in the popular Quantum Throttle.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Balanced rotor, producing silky smooth action
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Thick bail arm for optimal balance
 · Reel Engine Design
 · Perforated aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · Foot Forward™ reel foot for better rod balance

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0370 005 DR05 70 / 0,20 5,7:1 61 cm 8 2,7 kg / 6 lbs 154 g

0370 010 DR10 115 / 0,20 5,3:1 69 cm 9 2,7 kg / 6 lbs 194 g

0370 020 DR20 140 / 0,26 5,2:1 71 cm 9 4,5 kg / 10 lbs 258 g

0370 030 DR30 165 / 0,26 5,2:1 76 cm 9 5,5 kg / 12 lbs 264 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 555 Sp.Spool Drive DR05 Alu

0987 556 Sp.Spool Drive DR10 Alu

0987 557 Sp.Spool Drive DR20 Alu

0987 558 Sp.Spool Drive DR30 Alu

THROTTLE
The new “Reel Engine” system developed by the American Quantum 
engineers is based upon an aluminium housing into which the bushes 
for the axles are subsequently milled. This guarantees much higher 
fitting precision, which is reflected in an excellent, smooth action 
and high robustness of the reel. The reel even copes supremely with 
retrieving relatively large and heavy lures all day long.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · CarbonGraphite rotor
 · Robust aluminium body
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Ergonomic handle and stainless steel components
 · Anti-twist line roller
 · Smooth gears with even line distribution
 · Perforated aluminium spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · Foot Forward™ reel foot for better rod balance

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0357 010 TH 10 115 / 0,20 5,3:1 61 cm 11 3,5 kg / 7,5 lbs 210 g

0357 020 TH 20 160 / 0,24 5,2:1 72 cm 11 4,5 kg / 10 lbs 263 g

0357 030 TH 30 195 / 0,24 5,2:1 81 cm 11 4,5 kg / 10 lbs 274 g

0357 040 TH 40 180 / 0,30 5,3:1 89 cm 11 5,9 kg / 13 lbs 281 g

0357 050 TH 50 210 / 0,30 5,3:1 92 cm 11 6,4 kg / 14 lbs 305 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 423 Sp.Spool Throttle TH 10 Alu

0987 424 Sp.Spool Throttle TH 20 Alu

0987 425 Sp.Spool Throttle TH 30 Alu

0987 550 Sp.Spool Throttle TH 40 Alu

0987 551 Sp.Spool Throttle TH 50 Alu

FRONT DRAG SPINNING
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MR. PIKE THE RELEASER
Two first-class free-spool reels that do exactly what you expect of them at the 
crucial moment in an angling session: allow the line to run ‘free’ and unobstructed 
on a bite! That is why we have called these fixed-spool reels in the Mr. Pike Range 
'The Releaser’ because they release the line directly when necessary. The free run 
can be adjusted depending the current and wind. The reel is available in two sizes: 
a very small, compact size 420 version for light predator fishing with baitfish for 
zander or eel. And a large size 460 version for heavy-duty pike sport with a long-
cast weight or large float rig! Both models are equipped with 4 high-quality stain-
less steel ball bearings and the special S-curve line distribution system guarantees 
optimal retrieval of the main line onto the metal long-cast spool.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Electronically balanced lightweight rotor (LWR)
 · Finely adjustable front drag
 · Finely adjustable run control system
 · Non-twist line roller
 · Robust power gears
 · Aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · Spare spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Continuous anti-reverse

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0545 420 420 140 / 0,25 5,0:1 69 cm 4 4 kg / 8,8 lbs 187 g

0545 460 460 300 / 0,35 4,6:1 88 cm 4 7 kg / 15,4 lbs 459 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 450 Sp.Spool Mr. Pike The Releaser 420 Nylon

0987 451 Sp.Spool Mr. Pike The Releaser 460 Nylon

EXO BAITCASTER
We set our engineers the challenge of making the Exo Baitcaster as 
light as they possibly could without compromising on performance. 
The solution was relatively simple: We called it “metal only where 
necessary”. The finished product is a skeleton design and the lightest 
Quantum Baitcaster in the company’s history. At the same time, the 
reel is so robust that you can drive a pick-up over it, as you can see 
on our web site. Available in left and right-hand versions.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Robust light metal body in skeleton design
 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · Ultra-light handle in hardened aluminium and skeleton design with 
EVA handles
 · Titanium-nitride-coated line roller
 · PT™ gears
 · Ultra-light skeleton spool
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · ACS casting drag reliably prevents the line from overflowing

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0511 101 LH EX101SPT 130 / 0,24 6.6:1 72 cm 11 6,8 kg / 15 lbs 167 g

0512 101 LH EX101HPT 130 / 0,24 7.3:1 79 cm 11 6,8 kg / 15 lbs 167 g

0511 201 LH EX201SPT 155 / 0,36 6.6:1 81 cm 11 8,2 kg / 18 lbs 192 g

0512 201 LH EX201HPT 155 / 0,36 7.3:1 89 cm 11 8,2 kg / 18 lbs 192 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 201 E-Spule EXO 100 LH SPT +  HPT Alu

0987 335 E-Spule EXO 200 LH SPT + HPT Alu

RUN CONTROL
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SMOKE S3 LH 101 HPT
Smoke Baitcasters are among the most widely used top-end baitcaster 
reels in Europe. That is why the Quantum engineers have now developed 
the third generation. The spool has been enlarged in relation to the reel 
to offer greater line capacity and make long-range casting easier. The new 
“Micro-Adjust ACS4” centrifugal drag system is easily adjustable from the 
side and enables the angler to cast skilfully over long distances without 
tangling. The technology injects fun into angling, which will be reflected 
in your catches.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Aluminium X-Frame Design
 · Finely adjustable CSC™ front drag system (carbon drag discs)
 · Performance Tuned Power Handle
 · Precision Performance Tuned Gears
 · Oversized Spool Technology
 · Dura-Lok Clutch
 · ACS casting drag reliably prevents the line from overflowing
 · Performance Tuned High Speed Bearings
 · Performance Tuned Hot Sauce Lubrication

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0528 101 Smoke S3 LH 101 HPT 138 / 0,25 7,3:1 81 cm 11 11 kg / 25 lbs 196 g

0523 100 RH 100XPTA 115 / 0,33 8,1:1 89 cm 11 4,1 kg / 9 lbs 182 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 910 Sp. Spool Smoke S3 LH 101 HPT Alu

0987 353 Sp.Spool Smoke Speed Freak RH/LH SMOKE INSHORE

For multiplier fans among sea spinning anglers, there 
is now a saltwater-resistant version of the Smoke. The 
Inshore is made from particularly corrosion-resistant alu-
minium while the bearings are encapsulated for protec-
tion against saltwater.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Ultra-light aluminium body
 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · CNC stainless steel handle
 · MaxCast ultra-light skeleton spool
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · ACS casting drag reliably prevents the line from overflowing

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0526 101 LH SL101HPTSA 115 / 0,33 7,3:1 79 cm 7 5,2 kg / 11,4 lbs 190 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 359 Sp. Spool Smoke Inshore

MULTIPLIER REELS
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ACCURIST
Extremely attractive range of baitcasters. The colours match the Accurist 
rods and Accurist spinning reels. Reliable workhorses in the mid-price seg-
ment with outstanding performance values. The Accurist is available as a 
right-handed model or in a left-handed version.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · PT™ gears
 · MaxCast ultra-light skeleton spool
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · DynaMag magnetic cast control, reliably prevents line tangles on the 
cast
 · Optional flipping switch line release

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0524 101 LH 101HPTA 100 / 0,33 7,0:1 71 cm 7 5,2 kg / 11,4 lbs 233 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 356 Sp. Spool Accurist LH HPT

VAPOR 101 SPT
A small baitcaster with potential! The Vapor 101 SPT is a low-pro-
file model that impresses with a highly robust yet lightweight body. 
Equipped with 10+1 high-tech ball bearings for a smooth and steady 
action. The optimal ACS Infinite Cast Control System enables rollo-
ver-free casting of even lightweight baits. The Vapor 101SPT is refined 
with a ceramic drag system and extremely robust brass gears. The two 
large, eye-catching cork knobs on the handle ensure an optimal grip 
while fishing. The Vapor SPT is the slow-speed model optimally suited 
to retrieving jigged lures such as wobblers and twitch baits.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Ultra-light aluminium body
 · Straight-Line Ceramic Stainless Carbon Drag System
 · Performance Tuned Power Handle
 · PT™ gears
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · ACS casting drag reliably prevents the line from overflowing

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0535 101 101 SPT 125 / 0,25 6,3:1 69 cm 11 8 kg / 18 lbs 190 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 800 Sp. Spool Vapor 101 SPT Alu

MULTIPLIER REELS
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ICON
Aesthetically designed reel in the mid-price segment 
whose strengths may not be fully appreciated at first 
glance. The Icon is equipped with 11 ball bearings, 
providing an incredibly smooth action. The frame 
comprises CNC-machined housing, making the reel 
robust and guaranteeing the angler many years of 
fishing fun. The finely adjustable centrifugal drag 
can be quickly adjusted externally when the angler 
switches baits.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Solid 1-piece aluminium frame
 · Oversized multi-stack drag system
 · Perforated aluminium spool
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · ACS casting drag reliably prevents the line from overflowing

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0519 100 IC100HPT 125 / 0,24 7,0:1 70 cm 11 7 kg / 16 lbs 220 g

Spare Spool Model
0987 426 Sp.Spool IC100HPT

ULTREX CAST
The affordable entry-level option to the Quantum Baitcaster world is 
designed to match the successful Ultrex rod series. The Ultrex Cast impresses 
as much as the rods and proves that affordable tackle these days can rival 
many expensive competitors in terms of comfort.

STANDARD TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

 · Powerful handle
 · Powerful gears
 · Aluminium spool
 · Continuous anti-reverse

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight
0530 100 RH 100 110 / 0,25 6,1:1 46 cm 3 6,5 kg / 14 lbs 216 g

0530 101 LH 101 110 / 0,25 6,1:1 46 cm 3 6,5 kg / 14 lbs 216 g

Spare Spool Model Material
0987 501 Sp.Spool Ultrex Cast LH Alu

0987 511 Sp.Spool Ultrex Cast RH Alu

MULTIPLIER REELS
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SMOKE S3 SPIN

Like the phoenix rising from the ashes, the popular Quantum flagship is now available in a new S3 version. This 
is not smoke and mirrors but a hard-wearing, high-quality rod series of the very highest order. Our rod engi-
neers put their hearts and souls into the elaborate composition of the powerful yet extremely fast rod blank, 
resulting in a flawless end product. Designed to meet the high demands of modern predator fishing, the rod 
provides phenomenal feedback in terms of the bottom features of a water. Immediate bite indication allows 
the angler to strike quickly, even over long distances. It goes without saying that the new S3 series comes 
with the usual top-quality Fuji components in two rod lengths and different casting weight spectrums to cover 
the broad scope of modern predator fishing. The model series 35, 55 and 75 are equipped with modern Fuji 
single-leg rings and are designed exclusively for modern methods of spin fishing. Annoying top-heaviness is a 
thing of the past thanks to the supplied counterweights for balancing a wide variety of reels. Whether you are 
targeting pike, perch, asp or zander, all modern predator anglers fishing for these species can put their com-
plete faith in the Quantum Smoke S3 spinning rod series. Design and technology of the highest standard.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
14156 240 35 2,40 m / 7'10 2 5 - 35 g / 1/4 - 2 oz 1,24 m 135 g 0,4-0,6 extra fast Fuji® 8 Fuji®

14156 270 35 2,70 m / 8'10 2 5 - 35 g / 3/16 - 1 1/4 oz 1,39 m 156 g 0,4-0,6 extra fast Fuji® 10 Fuji®

14157 240 55 2,40 m / 7'10 2 7 - 55 g / 1/4 - 2 oz 1,24 m 140 g 0,6-0,8 extra fast Fuji® 8 Fuji®

14157 270 55 2,70 m / 8'10 2 7 - 55 g / 1/4 - 2 oz 1,39 m 160 g 0,6-0,8 extra fast Fuji® 10 Fuji®

14158 240 75 2,40 m / 7'10 2 12 - 75 g / 7/16 - 2 5/8 oz 1,24 m 145 g 0,8-1,0 extra fast Fuji® 8 Fuji®

14158 270 75 2,70 m / 8'10 2 12 - 75 g / 7/16 - 2 5/8 oz 1,39 m 165 g 0,8-1,0 extra fast Fuji® 10 Fuji®

SMOKE S3 SPIN

Like the phoenix rising from the ashes, the popular Quantum flagship is now available in a new S3 version. 
This is not smoke and mirrors but a hard-wearing, high-quality rod series of the very highest order. Our rod 
engineers put their hearts and souls into the elaborate composition of the powerful yet extremely fast rod 
blank, resulting in a flawless end product. Designed to meet the high demands of modern predator fishing, 
the rod provides phenomenal feedback in terms of the bottom features of a water. Immediate bite indication 
allows the angler to strike quickly, even over long distances. It goes without saying that the new S3 series 
comes with the usual top-quality Fuji components in two rod lengths and different casting weight spectrums 
to cover the broad scope of modern predator fishing. Annoying top-heaviness is a thing of the past thanks 
to the supplied counterweights for balancing a wide variety of reels.  This model series has been designed 
especially for modern pike fishing with large lures – all modern predator anglers fishing for these species can 
put their complete faith in the Quantum Smoke S3 series. The Smoke S3 Spin 105 models are equipped with 
a total of three strong Fuji double-legged rings starting from the butt ring and are designed for fishing even 
with the heaviest “big baits”. Design and technology of the highest standard.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
14159 240 105 2,40 m / 8' 2 18 - 105 g / 5/8 - 3 3/4 oz 1,24 m 183 g 1,0-1,2 extra fast Fuji® 8 Fuji®

14159 270 105 2,70 m / 8'10 2 18 - 105 g / 5/8 - 3 3/4 oz 1,39 m 193 g 1,0-1,2 extra fast Fuji® 10 Fuji®

SPINNING
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VAPOR AGGRESSOR – FINESSE – DETECTOR
Three high-quality rod series covering all disciplines of modern pre- 
dator fishing. Fast-action blanks with extremely sensitive tip action 
for optimal feel of the lure! Ultra-light thanks to the use of Toray 
IM9 high-modulus woven graphite. Every rod is perfectly balanced 
with no additional balance weights. The baitcaster models also have 
another special feature, the unique “Smart TriggaTM”. This slightly 
angled handle ensures that the rod nestles even better against the 
forearm to create a harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA han-
dle with integrated screw reel fitting sits easily in the hand, ensur-
ing a flawless feel of the blank. This translates into fatigue-free fish-
ing, improved concentration, better bait control, faster bite recogni-
tion, shorter reaction times and, consequently, more fish!

SPINNING
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VAPOR NOBLE LIMITED

Your own personalised predator rod! Something quite special that will only come around once, with a serial 
number on the rod blank. Who wouldn’t want that? No sooner said than done – the Vapor ‘Noble Limited’ 
is here! ‘Limited’ because Dietmar has made only 160 blanks of this rod according to his specifications and 
numbered from 001 to 160. And ‘Noble’ because the rod is extravagant and rather special. Not necessarily due 
to its colours but because of brutal facts. Measuring 2.55 m in length with a lightning-fast high-carbon Toray 
blank, the rod is the perfect partner for fishing with lures from 5 g to 55 g. And all at a rod weight of just 98 
g! Equipped with high-end Fuji rings and a Fuji reel holder, the rod sits in your hand like a feather. A unique 
rod in the truest sense of the word that all anglers should see for themselves.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14160 255 Vapor Noble Limited 2,55 m 2 5 - 45 g / 1/6 - 1 1/2 oz 1,23 m 139 g 0,5-2,0 extra fast Fuji 9

VAPOR DETECTOR EXTREME JIGGING

Bites are like electric shocks! And not only because each and every Vapor rod in the Detector series has an 
extremely sensitive tip action, but also because the high quality Toray IM9 high-modular graphite rod blank 
is ultra stiff and extremely fast - in brief, the epitome of ‘extreme jigging’! The Detector rods launch rubber 
baits with ease while the powerful backbone not only absorbs every bite but also stands up to even powerful 
opponents during a fight. The handles are not too long and are logically adjusted to the respective rod length 
and casting weight. From the 1.9-metre model for vertical fishing to the 2.75-metre model for jigging from the 
bank, every rod is perfectly balanced with no additional balance weights. The baitcaster models have anoth-
er special feature, the unique ‘Smart Trigga™’. This slightly angled handle ensures that the rod nestles even 
better against the forearm to create a harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA handle with integrated screw 
reel fitting sits easily in the hand, ensuring a flawless feel of the blank. This translates into fatigue-free fishing, 
improved concentration, better bait control, faster bite recognition, shorter reaction times and, consequently, 
more fish!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14150 190 190.c. / Smart Trigga™ 1,90 m / 6,2' 2 14 - 28 g / 1/2 - 1 oz 1,33 m 138 g 1,0-2,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 8

14150 191 190.c. / Smart Trigga™ 1,90 m / 6,2' 2 21 - 56 g / 3/4 - 2 oz 1,33 m 147 g 1,5-3,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 8

14150 192 190 1,90 m / 6,2' 2 14 - 28 g / 1/2 - 1 oz 0,99 m 119 g 1,0-2,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 8

14150 193 190 1,90 m / 6,2' 2 21 - 56 g / 3/4 - 2 oz 0,99 m 137 g 1,5-3,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 8

14150 250 250 2,50 m / 8,2' 2 7 - 35 g / 1/4 - 1 1/4 oz 1,30 m 166 g 0,8-2,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 9

14150 251 250 2,50 m / 8,2' 2 14 - 56 g / 1/2 - 2 oz 1,42 m 166 g 1,0-3,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 9

14150 275 275 2,75 m / 9,0' 2 7 - 35 g / 1/4 - 1 1/4 oz 1,29 m 185 g 0,8-2,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 10

14150 276 275 2,75 m / 9,0' 2 14 - 56 g / 1/2 - 2 oz 1,41 m 181 g 1,0-3,0 extra fast Fuji® + Seaguide 10

SPINNING
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VAPOR FINESSE LURE & JIG

Success with shads and small crank lures all comes down to feel, and no rod delivers this better than the Vapor 
Finesse Lure & Jig . An exceptional Quantum Vapor rod series specifically designed for optimal feel of the lure, 
from precise detection of the bottom with a jig and sensing the slightest vibrations of a wobbler on the retrieve 
to unmistakable bite detection! Here, too, the highly-sensitive tip action of the Toray IM9 high-modular graph-
ite rod blank comes into its own. Ultra-light spinning rods with that little something extra. Like all other rods 
in the Vapor series, the handle is not too long and is logically adjusted to the respective rod length. Classic 
models of 2.1 metres for the boat, 2.4 metres for street fishing and a special 2.7-metre version for long-range 
fishing! Every rod is perfectly balanced with no additional balance weights. The 2.1-metre baitcaster model 
also has another special feature, the unique ‘Smart Trigga™’. This slightly angled handle ensures that the 
rod nestles even better against the forearm to create a harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA handle with 
integrated screw reel fitting sits easily in the hand, ensuring a flawless feel of the blank. This translates into 
fatigue-free fishing, improved concentration, better bait control, faster bite recognition, shorter reaction times 
and, consequently, more fish!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14151 210 210.c. / Smart Trigga™ 2,10 m / 6,8' 2 5 - 18 g / 1/6 - 3/5 oz 1,53 m 136 g 0,6-1,5 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10

14151 211 210 2,10 m / 6,8' 2 5 - 18 g / 1/6 - 3/5 oz 1,09 m 128 g 0,6-1,5 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 9

14151 240 240 2,40 m / 7,8' 2 5 - 18 g / 1/6 - 3/5 oz 1,24 m 138 g 0,6-1,5 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10

14151 270 270 2,70 m / 6,8' 2 5 - 18 g / 1/6 - 3/5 oz 1,40 m 148 g 0,6-1,5 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 11

VAPOR FINESSE LURE & JIG TRAVEL

The bonus feature of the rod is that it can be easily taken on your travels. Now you no longer need to go without 
your favourite light, sensitive fishing because you can confidently rely on the Finesse version of the ultra-fast Vapor 
blank. No more compromises when it comes to drop-shot fishing, light jigging or light crankbait fishing. 4-piece 
Toray blank, easily stored in hand luggage or a suitcase!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14171 241 Vapor Finesse Lure & Jig Travel 2,40 m 4 5 - 18 g / 1/6 - 3/5 oz 0,61 m 160 g 0,6-1,5 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10

SPINNING RODS

VAPOR DETECTOR MICRO JIGGING

Ultra-sensitive, as light as a feather and deceptively powerful! Such are the qualities of these slender Vapor 
rods in the Detector series. The highly sensitive tip action of the Toray IM9 high-modular graphite rod blank 
truly comes into its own. No inserted tips guaranteed. Just an all-in-one blank that continues to the point of 
a needle while also being highly rigid and lightning fast. The ‘Micro Jigging’ leaves nothing to be desired for 
genuine lovers of the smallest casting weights. It is the ‘feel’ of the lure during the sinking phase and when it 
hits the bottom that makes this rod series so special. Despite the slender tip, the backbone has sufficient power 
to strike at long-range and to land even large predators with ease. Here, too, the handle is not too long and is 
logically adjusted to the respective rod length. Classic models of 2.1 metres for the boat, 2.4 metres for street 
fishing and a special 2.7-metre version for long-range fishing with micro-jigs! Every rod is perfectly balanced 
with no additional balance weights. The baitcaster model also has another special feature, the unique ‘Smart 
Trigga™’. This slightly angled handle ensures that the rod nestles even better against the forearm to create a 
harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA handle with integrated screw reel fitting sits easily in the hand, ensur-
ing a flawless feel of the blank. This translates into fatigue-free fishing, improved concentration, better bait 
control, faster bite recognition, shorter reaction times and, consequently, more fish!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14152 210 210.c. / Smart Trigga™ 2,10 m / 6,8' 2 7 g / 1/4 oz 1,09 m 136 g 0,3-0,8 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10

14152 198 198 1,98 m / 6,5' 2 5 g / 1/6 oz 0,98 m 100 g 0,3-0,8 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 8

14152 211 210 2,10 m / 6,8' 2 7 g / 1/4 oz 1,53 m 121 g 0,3-0,8 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 9

14152 240 240 2,40 m / 7,8' 2 7 g / 1/4 oz 1,24 m 130 g 0,3-0,8 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10

14152 270 270 2,70 m / 8,8' 2 7 g / 1/4 oz 1,40 m 139 g 0,3-0,8 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10
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VAPOR AGGRESSOR MEDIUM LURE

Without doubt a genuine all-rounder in this new Quantum rod series, the Vapor Aggressor! The 
Aggressor amplifies the unmistakable impact of a bite, which is the hallmark of predator fishing with 
artificial lures, like almost no other rod. The centrepiece of the rod, the Toray IM9 high-modular graph-
ite blank, means that all three Aggressor classes are ideal for use with soft lures, shads and swimbaits 
and are highly compatible with wobblers, jerk, twitch and topwater baits! The angler feels absolutely 
everything from the vibration of the lure to even the slightest brush of the bottom, while even the 
most delicate bites are sensed unmistakably like an electric shock right down to the handle. The three 
designs of the Vapor Aggressor cover every angling technique and lure size: ‘Medium Lure’ up to 35 
grams, ‘Heavy Lure’ up to 84 grams and, for the big boys, the ‘X-Heavy Lure’ up to 140 grams. The 
IM9 blank makes the rods incredibly light, extremely fast and ultra stiff. Every rod is perfectly balanced 
with no additional balance weights and sits perfectly in the hand. The three baitcaster models have 
another special feature, the unique ‘Smart Trigga™’. This slightly angled handle ensures that the rod 
nestles even better against the forearm to create a harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA handle 
with integrated screw reel fitting sits easily in the hand, ensuring a flawless feel of the blank. This 
translates into fatigue-free fishing, improved concentration, better bait control, faster bite recognition, 
shorter reaction times and, consequently, more fish!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14153 215 215.c. / Smart Trigga™ 2,15 m / 7' 2 7 - 35 g / 1/4 - 1 1/4 oz 1,55 m 163 g 0,8-2,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 9

14153 216 215 2,15 m / 7' 2 7 - 35 g / 1/4 - 1 1/4 oz 1,11 m 136 g 0,8-2,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 9

BAITCAST

VAPOR AGGRESSOR MEDIUM LURE TRAVEL

The bonus feature of the rod is that it can be easily taken on your travels. Particularly suitable for the all-round-
ers among spin fishermen and anglers who want to fish somewhat larger lures now and then. The medium 
version of the Aggressor offers first-class fishing fun if you want to jig with softbaits, cast out or troll with 
plugs, but the Aggressor Travel version is also a trouble-free companion for light pirking for coalfish and similar 
in Norway. 4-piece Toray blank, easily stored in hand luggage or a suitcase!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14173 241 Vapor Aggressor Medium Lure Travel 2,40 m 4 7 - 35 g / 1/4 - 1 1/4 oz 0,61 m 170 g 0,8-2,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10
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VAPOR AGGRESSOR X-HEAVY LURE

Without doubt a genuine all-rounder in this new Quantum rod series, the Vapor Aggressor! The Aggres-
sor amplifies the unmistakable impact of a bite, which is the hallmark of predator fishing with artificial 
lures, like almost no other rod. The centrepiece of the rod, the Toray IM9 high-modular graphite blank, 
means that all three Aggressor classes are ideal for use with soft lures, shads and swimbaits and are highly 
compatible with wobblers, jerk, twitch and topwater baits! The angler feels absolutely everything from 
the vibration of the lure to even the slightest brush of the bottom, while even the most delicate bites 
are sensed unmistakably like an electric shock right down to the handle. The three designs of the Vapor 
Aggressor cover every angling technique and lure size: ‘Medium Lure’ up to 35 grams, ‘Heavy Lure’ up to 
84 grams and, for the big boys, the ‘X-Heavy Lure’ up to 140 grams. The IM9 blank makes the rods incred-
ibly light, extremely fast and ultra stiff. Every rod is perfectly balanced with no additional balance weights 
and sits perfectly in the hand. The three baitcaster models have another special feature, the unique ‘Smart 
Trigga™’. This slightly angled handle ensures that the rod nestles even better against the forearm to create 
a harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA handle with integrated screw reel fitting sits easily in the hand, 
ensuring a flawless feel of the blank. This translates into fatigue-free fishing, improved concentration, bet-
ter bait control, faster bite recognition, shorter reaction times and, consequently, more fish!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14154 245 245.c. / Smart Trigga™ 2,45 m / 8' 2 35 - 140 g / 1 1/4 - 5 oz 1,69 m 227 g 2,0-5,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 11

14154 246 245 2,45 m / 8' 2 35 - 140 g / 1 1/4 - 5 oz 1,69 m 224 g 2,0-5,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 9

BAITCAST

VAPOR AGGRESSOR HEAVY LURE

Without doubt a genuine all-rounder in this new Quantum rod series, the Vapor Aggressor! The Aggres-
sor amplifies the unmistakable impact of a bite, which is the hallmark of predator fishing with artificial 
lures, like almost no other rod. The centrepiece of the rod, the Toray IM9 high-modular graphite blank, 
means that all three Aggressor classes are ideal for use with soft lures, shads and swimbaits and are highly 
compatible with wobblers, jerk, twitch and topwater baits! The angler feels absolutely everything from 
the vibration of the lure to even the slightest brush of the bottom, while even the most delicate bites 
are sensed unmistakably like an electric shock right down to the handle. The three designs of the Vapor 
Aggressor cover every angling technique and lure size: ‘Medium Lure’ up to 35 grams, ‘Heavy Lure’ up to 
84 grams and, for the big boys, the ‘X-Heavy Lure’ up to 140 grams. The IM9 blank makes the rods incred-
ibly light, extremely fast and ultra stiff. Every rod is perfectly balanced with no additional balance weights 
and sits perfectly in the hand. The three baitcaster models have another special feature, the unique ‘Smart 
Trigga™’. This slightly angled handle ensures that the rod nestles even better against the forearm to create 
a harmonious grip! The highly slender EVA handle with integrated screw reel fitting sits easily in the hand, 
ensuring a flawless feel of the blank. This translates into fatigue-free fishing, improved concentration, bet-
ter bait control, faster bite recognition, shorter reaction times and, consequently, more fish!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Action Type of Guides Guides
14153 225 225.c. / Smart Trigga™ 2,25 m / 7,3' 2 28 - 84 g / 1 - 3 oz 1,58 m 192 g 2,0-4,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 10

14153 245 245 2,45 m / 8' 2 28 - 84 g / 1 - 3 oz 1,25 m 199 g 2,0-4,0 extra fast Fuji®+Seaguide 8
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PELAGIC

The Quantum Pelagic is designed for big pike and zander sport. The rod was developed by our team angler 
Fredrik Harbort. Specimen zander can be hooked securely thanks to the powerful action. The Pelagic has a 
practically continuous action but is not too stiff, ensuring that ferocious opponents such as particularly big pike 
are not lost during a fight. Mid-water angling in open water and vertical fishing for big zander are among the 
rod's particular strengths. However, with its special action, the Pelagic is an all-rounder ideally suited to light 
jerkbait and swimbait sport for pike, black bass and other predators.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Type of Guides Reel Seat
14001 185 Pelagic 1,85 m 1 80 g 1,84 m 160 g 1-4 Seaguide Fuji

CABO SPIN

Dozens of seagulls screech above the sea. Thousands of panicking sardines jump out of the water, which seems 
to be literally boiling. Pure adrenaline! Tuna feed in an insatiable frenzy. In recent years, the Mediterranean has 
provided this spectacle with increasing frequency, making spinning for hunting tuna one of the most popular 
angling techniques. These new Blu-Water sea spinning rods have been pushed to the limits in endless rounds 
of testing. The results are simply fantastic. The extremely powerful high-modulus carbon blanks are reliable 
partners for breaking the resistance of tuna. At the same time, however, the top section is sufficiently progres-
sive to punch out stickbaits and hard lures effortlessly over long distances.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Type of Guides Reel Seat
13901 240 Cabo Spin 2,40 m 2 150 g 1,76 m 310 g 2,5-4 Fuji Fuji

13901 241 Cabo Spin 2,40 m 2 250 g 1,76 m 350 g 3-6 Fuji Fuji

IRON HEAVY JIG

The Iron Heavy Jig was developed for use with heavy lures in salt water. Whether you prefer to fish with a pirk-
er or soft lure, this rod will bring you countless hours of enjoyment. The firm blank guarantees both excellent 
bite indication and adequate power for fighting even the most ferocious opponents.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class Type of Guides Reel Seat
13904 240 Iron Heavy Jig 2,40 m 2 150 g 1,25 m 216,5 g 0,8-2,5 Seaguide Fuji

13904 270 Iron Heavy Jig 2,70 m 2 150 g 1,40 m 264,5 g 0,8-2,5 Seaguide Fuji

13904 300 Iron Heavy Jig 3,00 m 2 150 g 1,56 m 271,5 g 0,8-2,5 Seaguide Fuji

BOAT RODS
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THROTTLE SPIN

The new Quantum Throttle Spin is a rod series in the lower price segment that, despite the price, leaves noth-
ing to be desired for the modern spinning angler. With its combination of high-quality components and classy 
lightweight designs, the rods can compete with many significantly more expensive rods in terms of weight. 
The classy red and black design with matt elements matches the renowned Throttle spinning reel. The val-
ue-for-money combination of a Throttle rod and Throttle reel will impress novices and professionals alike on 
the water.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class
14210 210 Throttle Spin 2,10 m 2 3 - 14 g 1,09 m 130 g 0,4-0,7

14210 211 Throttle Spin 2,10 m 2 12 - 44 g 1,09 m 132 g 0,6-1

14210 240 Throttle Spin 2,40 m 2 6 - 26 g 1,24 m 144 g 0,4-0,9

14210 241 Throttle Spin 2,40 m 2 12 - 44 g 1,24 m 160 g 0,6-1

14210 242 Throttle Spin 2,40 m 2 18 - 74 g 1,24 m 163 g 0,8-1,6

14210 270 Throttle Spin 2,70 m 2 12 - 44 g 1,39 m 170 g 0,6-1

14210 271 Throttle Spin 2,70 m 2 18 - 74 g 1,39 m 179 g 0,8-1,6

14210 300 Throttle Spin 3,00 m 2 12 - 44 g 1,54 m 188 g 0,6-1

14210 301 Throttle Spin 3,00 m 2 18 - 74 g 1,54 m 199 g 0,8-1,6

THROTTLE ZANDER JIG

The popular Throttle Spin rod series has a new addition in the form of a specially designed precision-casting 
rod. The Throttle Zander Jig offers an ideal casting weight spectrum of 10 g to 60 g and comes in two lengths. 
The strong and stiff blank has a semi-parabolic action that ensures optimal feedback when jigging. A rod which 
is optimally tuned to wait promisingly for the typical “zander knock”. Even over long distances the modern 
Throttle Zander Jig offers the possibility to get the strike through successfully. All anglers looking for a zander 
rod in a modern design cannot look past this “zander stick”.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight Action
14215 245 Throttle Zander Jig 2,45 m / 8,03" 2 10 - 60 g 1,24 m 165 g extra fast

14215 265 Throttle Zander Jig 2,65 m / 8,7" 2 10 - 60 g 1,34 m 185 g extra fast

SPINNING
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THROTTLE PIKE LURE

The popular Throttle Spin rod series has a new addition in the form of a specially designed precision-casting 
rod. The Throttle Pike Lure is specially designed for pike fishing and covers a casting weight spectrum of 25 
g to 100 g with a choice of two rod lengths. The rod punches out large lures effortlessly and, thanks to its 
sensitive tip, enables optimal lure retrieval. The rod's powerful backbone ensures that the all-important strike is 
always delivered with complete satisfaction. A rod that will impress novices and pros alike. Design and technol-
ogy of the highest standard. A rod that will impress novices and pros alike.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight Action
14216 240 Throttle Pike Lure 2,40 m / 8" 2 25 - 100 g 1,21 m 153 g extra fast

14216 270 Throttle Pike Lure 2,70 m / 9' 2 25 - 100 g 1,36 m 167 g extra fast

THROTTLE JERK

The popular Throttle Spin rod series has a new addition in the form of a specially designed precision-casting 
rod. The Throttle Jerk is a classic rod for fishing with jerkbaits, wobblers and larger soft lures with a baitcaster 
reel. A rod with a casting weight spectrum of 35 g to 80 g and a length of 1.95 m provides the ideal basis for 
this type of active fishing. A rod that will impress novices and pros alike. A rod that will impress novices and 
pros alike.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight Action
14217 195 Throttle Jerk 1,95 m 2 35 - 80 g 0,99 m 155 g extra fast

SPINNING
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ZANDERKANT

Zander specialist Sebastian Hänel swears by fast spinning rods for soft lure fishing. He dreamed of a rod with 
the speed of an arrow, whose springiness could set new standards and reliably convert even the finest drop-
back bites. Designed for difficult situations, such as fishing in eddy currents, at long range or at great depths. 
The Quantum rod engineers have created the perfect rod for these purposes for him.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class
1949 265 Zanderkant 2,65 m 2 15 - 90 g 1,37 m 236 g 0,6-1,2

DRIVE FELCHEN

When it comes to successful whitefish angling with a ‘Hegene’ (a special style of nymph fishing practised main-
ly on Swiss and German mountain lakes), you need a perfectly built, lightweight and intelligently designed rod. 
We have perfectly delivered precisely such a concept in the Drive Spin Whitefish. A whitefish bite is normally 
just a short little twitch that results in the sensitive rod tip dropping back. That is why we have not only created 
an ultra-sensitive tip action but also a rubberised bead for better bite detection.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight Guides
14175 180 Drive Felchen 1,80 m 2 1 - 8 g 0,95 m 95 g 8+1

SPINNING
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MR. PIKE STANDARD BOAT

The typical trolling pike rod! Powerful backbone and parabolic action that guarantees trouble-free casting of 
your baitfish. The Mr. Pike 'Standard Boat' is far from standard. Unique in the pike rod segment with its trigger 
design, such special rods for use with multiplier reels are normally only available from rod manufacturers upon 
request. Thanks to its cushioning blank, the 3-metre rod bends steadily in the rod holder on a bite without 
offering the predator excessive resistance, guaranteeing that no fish are lost. Equipped with 10 twin-strut rings 
and a split cork/EVA handle. Additional extras: line clip.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class
14805 300 Mr. Pike Standard Boat 3,00 m 2 250 g / 3,5 lb 1,56 m 305 g 1-2,5

MR. PIKE CLASSIC BOAT STANDARD

A typical trolling rod for pike fishing with a pike float and free-spool reel but also perfectly suited to troll-
ing with planer boards and large lures. Based upon the popular blank of the Mr. Pike Classic Boat, we have 
released the Mr. Pike Classic Boat Standard in a fixed-spool reel design by popular request.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight
14825 300 Mr. Pike Classic Boat Standard 3,00 m 2 250 g / 3,5 lbs 1,56 m 305 g

MR. PIKE OLD SCHOOL ZANDER

A traditional deadbaiting rod range naturally includes a typical zander rod. In the Mr. Pike 'Old School Zander', 
we have developed a rod in true Dutch style in lengths of 2.7 m and 3 m. The blank is extremely sensitive, 
which is a huge advantage when legering to register the highly cautious bites. The rod also has a very special 
test curve, which guarantees risk-free casting of the deadbait while also easily cushioning the thrashing head 
movements of zander during a fight. Equipped with 6 and 7 rings and cork/EVA handles with integrated screw 
reel fittings. Extras: line clip.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class
14815 270 Mr. Pike Old School Zander 2,70 m 2 5 - 20 g 1,41 m 137 g 0,4-0,8

14815 300 Mr. Pike Old School Zander 3,00 m 2 5 - 20 g 1,56 m 152 g 0,4-0,8

PREDATOR RODS
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MR. PIKE CLASSIC BANK

As if made by ‘hand’: Classic, simple and to the point in terms of action - the Mr. Pike 'Classic Bank'! A typical 
English pike rod for all-round baitfish angling. Whether long-range legering with an inline or side-mounted 
lead or fishing tight to the bank with a finely balanced float rig, the ‘Classic Bank’ captivates with a perfect test 
curve in a fight, ensures that the baitfish lands trouble-free in the water (with no pull-outs) and impresses with 
sufficient power on the strike, even over long distances. The simple 3.6 m carbon-fibre blank is equipped with 
5 long-cast, twin-strut rings and, thanks to the slender handle, sits perfectly in the hand or fits any buzzer bar. 
Extras: line clip.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight PE Class
14800 360 Mr. Pike Classic Bank 3,60 m 2 200 g / 3,5 lbs 1,86 m 358 g 1-2,5

MR. PIKE CLASSIC MASTER

Whether heavy legering with a leger boom, pear lead and baitfish or float fishing 
with plenty of weight on the line, the blank of a pike rod must cope with all of this 
without losing the precious baitfish on the cast. What’s more, it also has to reliably 
set the hook even over long distances. The Mr. Pike Classic Master with traditional 
cork handle and UK rings ticks all of these boxes.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight
14820 360 Mr. Pike Classic Master 3,60 m 2 200 g / 3 lbs 1,86 m 345 g

PREDATOR RODS

MR. PIKE DROP BACK INDICATOR

Even large pike can sometimes be prudish! They often just play with your baitfish, scarcely 
moving off the spot. The Mr. Pike Drop Back Indicator prevents these fish from devouring your 
baitfish unnoticed! A vigilant bite indicator that does not miss a thing. It is mounted on the rear 
bank stick. The twist-on connector fits any stick diameter. The bite indicator is the plastic egg 
that you can open and adjust internally with weights according to the wind and current. The arm 
moves freely, indicating both runs and drop-back bites. A finely adjustable plastic clamp can also 
be adapted to the main line diameter, ensuring that the line is pulled off without resistance. With 
snaplight insert. Includes: 2 plastic bite indicators with line clamps (bright white and fluorescent 
orange), 3 counter-weights and a stainless steel bar with a screw clamp.

Code Length Weight Content Colour
6750 001 37 cm 73 g 1 pcs fluo orange/bright white
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EXOFIL

Exofil is a High Tech Monoline with a nano fluorocarbon surface coating, which creates 
an ultra smooth surface and ultimate high abrasion resistance. Highest quality Japanese 
Polyamid ensures maximum strength linear and knot strength as well. Inside of the line is 
a molecular compressed core compound copolymer which reduces the stretch. The low 
stretch of Exofil makes it perfectly suitable for modern spin fishing with soft and hard 
lures.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2323 012 0,12 mm 300 m 1,50 kg / 3,40 lbs transparent

2323 014 0,14 mm 300 m 2,10 kg / 4,40 lbs transparent

2323 016 0,16 mm 300 m 2,60 kg / 5,60 lbs transparent

2323 018 0,18 mm 300 m 3,10 kg / 6,80 lbs transparent

2323 020 0,20 mm 300 m 3,80 kg / 8,40 lbs transparent

2323 022 0,22 mm 300 m 4,70 kg / 10,50 lbs transparent

2323 024 0,24 mm 300 m 5,90 kg / 13,00 lbs transparent

2323 026 0,26 mm 300 m 6,90 kg / 15,30 lbs transparent

2323 028 0,28 mm 300 m 8,10 kg / 17,80 lbs transparent

2323 030 0,30 mm 300 m 9,00 kg / 19,80 lbs transparent

2323 035 0,35 mm 300 m 11,00 kg / 24,30 lbs transparent

2323 040 0,40 mm 300 m 15,20 kg / 33,50 lbs transparent

2323 045 0,45 mm 300 m 17,20 kg / 37,90 lbs transparent

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

EXOFIL

Exofil is a High Tech Monoline with a nano fluorocarbon surface coating, which creates an ultra smooth 
surface and ultimate high abrasion resistance. Highest quality Japanese Polyamid ensures maximum 
strength linear and knot strength as well. Inside of the line is a molecular compressed core compound 
copolymer which reduces the stretch. The low stretch of Exofil makes it perfectly suitable for modern 
spin fishing with soft and hard lures.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2323 316 0,16 mm 3000 m 2,6 kg / 5,6 lbs transparent

2323 318 0,18 mm 3000 m 3,1 kg / 6,8 lbs transparent

2323 320 0,20 mm 3000 m 3,8 kg / 8,4 lbs transparent

2323 322 0,22 mm 3000 m 4,7 kg / 10,5 lbs transparent

2323 324 0,24 mm 3000 m 5,9 kg / 13,0 lbs transparent

2323 326 0,26 mm 3000 m 6,9 kg / 15,3 lbs transparent

2323 328 0,28 mm 3000 m 8,1 kg / 17,8 lbs transparent

2323 330 0,30 mm 3000 m 9,0 kg / 19,8 lbs transparent

2323 335 0,35 mm 3000 m 11,0 kg / 24,3 lbs transparent

QUATTRON PT

Quattron has been a firm favourite with anglers for years. Many thousands trust this mono-
filament which enjoys an unquestio ned place at the top of the line market. Incredibly, our 
product developers have even managed to improve the formula yet again to pro duce an 
even more capable Quattron. The Quattron PT (PT = Performance Tuned) is the ultimate 
mono filament, without rival in terms of strength, wear resistance, knot strength, durability 
and so on.  You can rely implicitly on Quattron PT. Countless tests testify to that fact. The 
line has received the EFTTA (European Fishing Tackle Manufacturer Association) seal of 
approval, which confirms the correctness of the stated performance parameters. Test it for 
yourself and be amazed.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2301 015 0,15 mm 150 m 2,10 kg / 4,60 lbs transparent

2301 017 0,17 mm 150 m 2,60 kg / 5,70 lbs transparent

2301 018 0,18 mm 150 m 3,10 kg / 6,80 lbs transparent

2301 020 0,20 mm 150 m 3,85 kg / 8,40 lbs transparent

2301 023 0,23 mm 150 m 5,10 kg / 11,20 lbs transparent

2301 026 0,26 mm 150 m 6,30 kg / 13,80 lbs transparent

2301 028 0,29 mm 150 m 7,40 kg / 16,30 lbs transparent

2301 030 0,31 mm 150 m 8,50 kg / 18,70 lbs transparent

2301 033 0,33 mm 150 m 9,50 kg / 21,00 lbs transparent

2301 037 0,37 mm 150 m 11,60 kg / 25,00 lbs transparent

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

MONO LINE

QUATTRON PT

The Quattron PT (PT = Performance Tuned) is the ultimate mono filament, without 
rival in terms of strength, wear resistance, knot strength, durability and so on.  
You can rely implicitly on Quattron PT.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2301 318 0,18 mm 3000 m 3,10 kg / 6,80 lbs transparent

2301 320 0,20 mm 3000 m 3,85 kg / 8,40 lbs transparent

2301 323 0,23 mm 3000 m 5,10 kg / 11,20 lbs transparent

2301 326 0,26 mm 3000 m 6,30 kg / 13,80 lbs transparent

2301 328 0,29 mm 3000 m 7,40 kg / 16,30 lbs transparent

2301 330 0,31 mm 3000 m 8,50 kg / 18,70 lbs transparent

2301 333 0,33 mm 3000 m 9,50 kg / 21,00 lbs transparent
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QUATTRON SALSA

Transparent red line with outstanding qualities. The red colora tion, which 
makes the line easy to identify and recognise above the water for the angler, 
disappears at a depth of 1.3m. The line is then invisible to fish. The Salsa is also 
highly resistant to friction and a true workhorse, especially for sea fishing and 
trolling. Available in economic 250g spools with high capacity.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2611 118 0,18 mm 275 m 2,80 kg / 6,20 lbs transparent red

2611 120 0,20 mm 275 m 3,50 kg / 7,70 lbs transparent red

2611 122 0,22 mm 275 m 4,50 kg / 9,90 lbs transparent red

2611 125 0,25 mm 275 m 5,70 kg / 12,50 lbs transparent red

2611 130 0,30 mm 275 m 7,70 kg / 17,00 lbs transparent red

2611 135 0,35 mm 275 m 10,50 kg / 23,10 lbs transparent red

2611 140 0,40 mm 275 m 12,50 kg / 27,60 lbs transparent red

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

QUATTRON SALSA

Transparent red line with outstanding qualities. The red colora tion, which makes 
the line easy to identify and recognise above the water for the angler, disappears 
at a depth of 1.3m. The line is then invisible to fish. The Salsa is also highly 
resistant to friction and a true workhorse, especially for sea fishing and trolling. 
Available in economic 250g spools with high capacity.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2611 018 0,18 mm 3000 m 2,80 kg / 6,20 lbs transparent red

2611 020 0,20 mm 3000 m 3,50 kg / 7,70 lbs transparent red

2611 022 0,22 mm 3000 m 4,50 kg / 9,90 lbs transparent red

2611 025 0,25 mm 3000 m 5,70 kg / 12,50 lbs transparent red

2611 030 0,30 mm 2901 m 7,70 kg / 17,00 lbs transparent red

2611 035 0,35 mm 2131 m 10,50 kg / 23,10 lbs transparent red

2611 040 0,40 mm 1632 m 12,50 kg / 27,60 lbs transparent red

2611 045 0,45 mm 1289 m 16,50 kg / 36,40 lbs transparent red

FLUORO CARBON PREDATOR

A newly developed, high-quality fluorocarbon leader material made in Japan 
that combines optimal breaking strain with high durability and honest stated 
diameters. Q-Fluoro Carbon is very supple, excellent for tying and, thanks to its 
refraction index, the material is practically invisible to fish in the water. Anglers 
who demand top quality without compromises, particularly when it comes to 
leader material, will appreciate Q-Fluoro.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2625 030 0,30 mm 25 m 5,40 kg / 12,00 lbs transparent

2625 035 0,35 mm 25 m 7,00 kg / 15,00 lbs transparent

2625 040 0,40 mm 25 m 9,00 kg / 20,00 lbs transparent

2625 045 0,45 mm 25 m 10,70 kg / 24,00 lbs transparent

2625 055 0,55 mm 25 m 15,90 kg / 35,00 lbs transparent

2625 065 0,65 mm 25 m 20,40 kg / 45,00 lbs transparent

2625 075 0,75 mm 25 m 24,60 kg / 54,00 lbs transparent

2625 085 0,85 mm 25 m 31,80 kg / 70,00 lbs transparent

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

MONO LINE

Supplied 
without line.

LEADER DISPENSER BAG

Special leader pocket with dispenser function. Not only is unwanted unwinding 
of expensive leader material in the bag a thing of the past, you can also pull off 
and cut the desired length as required. Space for five spools of leader material 
and compatible with our Quantum EXO FC spools or steel leader spools. Materi-
al: Polychlorid

Code Ø Width Colour Compartments
8517 043 10 cm 10 cm black/red 5
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ULTREX SUPER 8 BRAID

This line is not just any braid. Ultrex stands for ultra performance. Better performance 
than even spoiled spinning and sea anglers could dream of. The 8-strand braid produces 
an incredibly round line that moves extremely softly through the rod rings on casting and 
retrieval. The elasticity has been reduced to a minimum ensuring the angler always has 
optimal contact with his bait or opponent, while the sensational strength of the Ultrex 
makes it an unassailable adversary for any scaled specimen.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2309 014 0,14 mm 110 m 9,10 kg / 20 lbs red

2309 017 0,17 mm 110 m 10,00 kg / 22 lbs red

2309 020 0,20 mm 110 m 11,00 kg / 25 lbs red

2309 025 0,25 mm 110 m 15,00 kg / 34 lbs red

2309 030 0,30 mm 110 m 20,00 kg / 45 lbs red

ULTREX SUPER 8 BRAID

This line is not just any braid. Ultrex stands for ultra performance. Better perfor-
mance than even spoiled spinning and sea anglers could dream of. The 8-strand 
braid produces an incredibly round line that moves extremely softly through the 
rod rings on casting and retrieval. The elasticity has been reduced to a minimum 
ensuring the angler always has optimal contact with his bait or opponent, while 
the sensational strength of the Ultrex makes it an unassailable adversary for any 
scaled specimen.

Code Ø Length BS
2309 117 0,17 mm 1000 m 10,00 kg / 22 lbs

2309 120 0,20 mm 1000 m 11,00 kg / 25 lbs

2309 125 0,25 mm 1000 m 15,00 kg / 34 lbs

2309 130 0,30 mm 1000 m 20,00 kg / 45 lbs

ULTREX SUPER 8 BRAID

This line is not just any braid. Ultrex stands for ultra performance. Better performance 
than even spoiled spinning and sea anglers could dream of. The 8-strand braid produces 
an incredibly round line that moves extremely softly through the rod rings on casting 
and retrieval. The elasticity has been reduced to a minimum ensuring the angler always 
has optimal contact with his bait or opponent, while the sensational strength of the 
Ultrex makes it an unassailable adversary for any scaled specimen.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2321 012 0,12 mm 110 m 6,80 kg / 15 lbs green

2321 014 0,14 mm 110 m 9,10 kg / 20 lbs green

2321 017 0,17 mm 110 m 10,00 kg / 22 lbs green

2321 020 0,20 mm 110 m 11,00 kg / 25 lbs green

2321 025 0,25 mm 110 m 15,00 kg / 34 lbs green

2321 030 0,30 mm 110 m 20,00 kg / 45 lbs green

BRAIDED LINE

ULTREX SUPER 8 BRAID

This line is not just any braid. Ultrex stands for ultra performance. Better perfor-
mance than even spoiled spinning and sea anglers could dream of. The 8-strand 
braid produces an incredibly round line that moves extremely softly through the 
rod rings on casting and retrieval. The elasticity has been reduced to a minimum 
ensuring the angler always has optimal contact with his bait or opponent, while 
the sensational strength of the Ultrex makes it an unassailable adversary for any 
scaled specimen.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2321 112 0,12 mm 1000 m 6,80 kg / 15 lbs green

2321 114 0,14 mm 1000 m 9,10 kg / 20 lbs green

2321 117 0,17 mm 1000 m 10,00 kg / 22 lbs green

2321 120 0,20 mm 1000 m 11,00 kg / 25 lbs green

2321 125 0,25 mm 1000 m 15,00 kg / 34 lbs green

2321 130 0,30 mm 1000 m 20,00 kg / 45 lbs green
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SMART XTR BRAID

Quantum Smart XTR Braid is a braided line with an innovative coating that hardly increases 
the line’s diameter. The process conserves the thin diameter of the base material, allowing 
the angler to enjoy the line’s softness fully when fishing. Distant casts can be performed 
easily. The blue color is specially designed to be virtually invisible to the fish against the sky. 
This makes the Quantum Smart XTR Braid a great choice for general spin fishing and for 
targeting wary fish in clear water, in particular.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2336 010 0,10 mm 130 m 3,6 kg / 8 lbs blue

2336 012 0,12 mm 130 m 4,5 kg / 10 lbs blue

2336 014 0,14 mm 130 m 6,8 kg / 15 lbs blue

2336 017 0,17 mm 130 m 9,1 kg / 20 lbs blue

2336 020 0,20 mm 130 m 11,5 kg / 25 lbs blue

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

SMART XTR BRAID

Quantum Smart XTR Braid is a braided line with an innovative coating that hardly 
increases the line’s diameter. The process conserves the thin diameter of the 
base material, allowing the angler to enjoy the line’s softness fully when fishing. 
Distant casts can be performed easily. The blue color is specially designed to be 
virtually invisible to the fish against the sky. This makes the Quantum Smart XTR 
Braid a great choice for general spin fishing and for targeting wary fish in clear 
water, in particular.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2336 110 0,10 mm 1000 m 3,6 kg / 8 lbs blue

2336 112 0,12 mm 1000 m 4,5 kg / 10 lbs blue

2336 114 0,14 mm 1000 m 6,8 kg / 15 lbs blue

2336 117 0,17 mm 1000 m 9,1 kg / 20 lbs blue

2336 120 0,20 mm 1000 m 11,5 kg / 25 lbs blue

XTR BRAID

Quantum Smart XTR Braid is a braided line with an innovative coating that hardly 
increases the line’s diameter. The process conserves the thin diameter of the base 
material, allowing the angler to enjoy the line’s softness fully when fishing. Distant 
casts can be performed easily. This makes the Quantum Smart XTR Braid a great 
choice for general spin fishing and for targeting wary fish in clear water, in particular.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2336 210 0,10 mm 130 m 3,6 kg / 8 lbs green

2336 212 0,12 mm 130 m 4,5 kg / 10 lbs green

2336 214 0,14 mm 130 m 6,8 kg / 15 lbs green

2336 217 0,17 mm 130 m 9,1 kg / 20 lbs green

2336 220 0,20 mm 130 m 11,5 kg / 25 lbs green

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

BRAIDED LINE

QUATTRON MONO LEADER

The newly developed material is of a rigidity designed to make excellent knots while also 
providing the necessary elasticity and durability. The large diameter spool guarantees curl-
free material and safe transport.

Code Ø Length BS Colour
2613 050 0,50 mm 50 m 15,90 kg / 35,10 lbs transparent

2613 060 0,60 mm 50 m 22,20 kg / 48,90 lbs transparent

2613 070 0,70 mm 50 m 29,70 kg / 65,50 lbs transparent

2613 080 0,80 mm 50 m 40,00 kg / 88,20 lbs transparent

2613 090 0,90 mm 50 m 50,00 kg / 110,20 lbs transparent

Trade Pack 10 Pieces
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perch

ayu

snow

peacock

tuna

koi

goldfish

sardine

Length Weight Content Diving Depth Action perch snow tuna goldfish ayu peacock koi sardine
49 mm 4 g 1 pcs 0,3 m suspender 3255 001 3255 002 3255 003 3255 004 3255 005 3255 006 3255 007 3255 008
62 mm 6 g 1 pcs 0,5 m suspender 3255 101 3255 102 3255 103 3255 104 3255 105 3255 106 3255 107 3255 108

MINNOW GIPSY FD SU

New Minnow Wobbler from Quantum. The Minnow Gipsy is available in three sizes, each with three different depths, covering a huge range of modern angling tech-
niques. From fishing on very light tackle in streams for orfe to deep trolling for zander, this series covers it all. Eight attractive designs ensure optimal visibility of the lure 
in any water colouration, any weather and at all times of day. Supplied with two ultra-sharp treble hooks as well as two single hooks with a large eye, giving the angler 
the option of switching to a single-hook rig. Equipped with balls for directional stability, the wobbler flies straight and far without rotating on the cast. The Minnow 
Gipsy is a floating wobbler, available in three different depths. FD SU = Flat Diver SUspending  D SU = Diver SUspending  DD SU = Deep Diver SUspending

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

perch

ayu

snow

peacock

tuna

koi

goldfish

sardine

Length Weight Content Diving Depth Action perch snow tuna goldfish ayu peacock koi sardine
49 mm 4 g 1 pcs 0,5 m suspender 3256 001 3256 002 3256 003 3256 004 3256 005 3256 006 3256 007 3256 008
62 mm 5 g 1 pcs 0,8 m suspender 3256 101 3256 102 3256 103 3256 104 3256 105 3256 106 3256 107 3256 108

108 mm 17 g 1 pcs 1,5 m suspender 3256 201 3256 202 3256 203 3256 204 3256 205 3256 206 3256 207 3256 208

MINNOW GIPSY D SU

New Minnow Wobbler from Quantum. The Minnow Gipsy is available in three sizes, each with three different depths, covering a huge range of modern angling tech-
niques. From fishing on very light tackle in streams for orfe to deep trolling for zander, this series covers it all. Eight attractive designs ensure optimal visibility of the lure 
in any water colouration, any weather and at all times of day. Supplied with two ultra-sharp treble hooks as well as two single hooks with a large eye, giving the angler 
the option of switching to a single-hook rig. Equipped with balls for directional stability, the wobbler flies straight and far without rotating on the cast. The Minnow 
Gipsy is a floating wobbler, available in three different depths. FD SU = Flat Diver Suspending  D SU = Diver Suspending  DD SU = Deep Diver Suspending

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

perch

ayu

snow

peacock

tuna

koi

goldfish

sardine

Length Weight Content Diving Depth Action perch snow tuna goldfish ayu peacock koi sardine
49 mm 4 g 1 pcs 0,8 m suspender 3257 001 3257 002 3257 003 3257 004 3257 005 3257 006 3257 007 3257 008
62 mm 5 g 1 pcs 1,2 m suspender 3257 101 3257 102 3257 103 3257 104 3257 105 3257 106 3257 107 3257 108

108 mm 18 g 1 pcs 5 m suspender 3257 201 3257 202 3257 203 3257 204 3257 205 3257 206 3257 207 3257 208

MINNOW GIPSY DD SU

New Minnow Wobbler from Quantum. The Minnow Gipsy is available in three sizes, each with three different depths, covering a huge range of modern angling tech-
niques. From fishing on very light tackle in streams for orfe to deep trolling for zander, this series covers it all. Eight attractive designs ensure optimal visibility of the lure 
in any water colouration, any weather and at all times of day. Supplied with two ultra-sharp treble hooks as well as two single hooks with a large eye, giving the angler 
the option of switching to a single-hook rig. Equipped with balls for directional stability, the wobbler flies straight and far without rotating on the cast. The Minnow 
Gipsy is a floating wobbler, available in three different depths. FD SU = Flat Diver SUspending  D SU = Diver SUspending  DD SU = Deep Diver SUspending

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

PLUGS

perch

ayu

snow

peacock

tuna

koi

goldfish

sardine

Length Weight Content Diving Depth Action perch snow tuna goldfish ayu peacock koi sardine
75 mm 5 g 3 items 0 m floating 3260 201 3260 202 3260 203 3260 204 3260 205 3260 206 3260 207 3260 208

100 mm 12 g 3 items 0 m floating 3260 301 3260 302 3260 303 3260 304 3260 305 3260 306 3260 307 3260 308

TOP GIPSY F

New two-piece stickbait with two interchangeable tails in soft plastic in colours to match the design. The Top Gipsy dances to light twitches of the rod in a walk-the-
dog action across the surface of the water, driving predators wild. The 7.5 cm and 10 cm sizes cover perch, asp and pike sport perfectly. Eight attractive designs ensure 
optimal visibility of the lure in any water colouration, any weather and at all times of day. Supplied with two ultra-sharp treble hooks as well as two single hooks with a 
large eye, giving the angler the option of switching to a single-hook rig.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces



Q58 Q59

white fish

yellow fish

real perch

roach

steelhead bass

Length Weight Content Diving Depth Action white fish real perch steelhead bass yellow fish roach
180 mm 57 g 3 items 1,5 m slow sinking 3225 101 3225 102 3225 103 3225 104 3225 105 3225 106
240 mm 120 g 3 items 2 m slow sinking 3225 201 3225 202 3225 203 3225 204 3225 205 3225 206

JUNKER D S

The Junker is a new realbait in a whitefish design. With a completely natural action and five designs from natural to bright colours, the lure is a true weapon for pike 
and zander. Both the 18 and 24 cm sizes are perfectly suited to casting as well as trolling from a boat. Fitted with an ultra-sharp treble hook plus a double hook that 
holds to the body with a magnet but can come away during a fight to prevent the fish from shaking out the lure.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

black metal

bloody offspring

firetiger snow pink lady

Length Weight Content Action black metal firetiger snow pink lady bloody offspring
20 cm 65 g 1 pcs sinking 3000 701 3000 702 3000 703 3000 704 3000 705

SPINNER BAIT PIKE

Pike love to hide in weed or water lilies, particularly in summer. The Pike Spinnerbait has been developed to lure the predators out of this tricky terrain. Two large, 
rotating spinner blades attract their attention while the double hook ensures a firm hold even on cautious takes.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

andromeda

disco

green poison

tropical

black wave

grave digger

pike perch

arapaima

firetiger

kingfisher

SPOOKY JERK

What an extraordinary jerkbait! The perfect retrieve action and phenomenal designs make the spooky jerk unique and frighteningly effective. All colours are ghostly 
UV-active and stir up predators’ blood! Even beginners can use this lure effortlessly and enjoy success. Both the floating and slow-sinking models are must-haves in 
every lure box. Let the spooking commence!

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

Length Weight Action andromeda arapaima black wave disco firetiger grave digger green poison kingfisher pike perch tropical
16 cm 88 g suspender 3311 001 3311 002 3311 003 3311 004 3311 005 3311 006 3311 007 3311 008 3311 009 3311 010
16 cm 92 g slow sinking 3311 102 3311 103 3311 104 3311 105 3311 106 3311 107 3311 108 3311 109 3311 110

PLUGS
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DROPSHOT SET L

Contents: • 2x Offset Hook #4/0• Dropshot Lead 10g/14g• 2x 1m Fluro Car-
bon 0.25mm• 2x Rolling Swivel #10• 3x Freddie Shad 12cm

Code
3201 100

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

DROPSHOT SET  XL

Contents: • 2x Offset Hook #5/0• Dropshot Lead 14g/18g• 2x 1m Fluro Car-
bon 0.30mm• 2x Rolling Swivel #8• 3x Freddie Shad 15cm

Code
3201 101

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

TEXAS / CAROLINA RIG SET

Contents:• 2x Offset Wormhook #3/0• Bullet Weight 10g/14g• 2x 1m Fluro 
Carbon 0.30mm• 2x Swivel #8  Glas Bead 1x red, 1x transparent• 4x Dude 
Worm 16cm

Code
3201 102

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

LURE RETRIEVER

Another design from Peter Biedron is this Plug Rescuer. This plug will glide 
behind a stiff, powerful line in case of snags. One of the two soft, stainless 
steel loops will wrap around the plug, allowing the whole unit to be retrieved.

Code Model Content Ø Weight
6501 001 small 1 pcs 3,0 mm 150 g

6501 002 large 1 pcs 12 mm 260 g

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

LURE SETS

Quantum’s product developer Dietmar Isaiasch together with the established American company Mann’s Bait intro-
duce an entirely new brand of ultra-soft shad with more play, more attraction and more catches! Available in two 
varieties: Q-Fish – the effective no-action version with a forked tail. And the Q-Paddler - the first-class rear-blade 
model with a high-frequency action. As an unmistakable hallmark of quality.  the Mann’s logo is stamped on the 
back of the shad together with the Quantum lure name and lure size. In addition, the hook hole indicates the opti-
mal exit point for the relevant jig hook. Not only does this ensure optimal action of the soft lure, it also minimises 
missed bites by folding up perfectly when the lure is sucked in.     

SOFTBAITS

HARDBAITS
The dream team – Quantum expertise meets the unique product quality of Mann’s – Made in America! Wherever 
predators may lurk, this wide range of Mann’s wobblers always offers the right model for all water depths. An 
intelligent ratio of steel ball-bearings in the rigid plastic body ensures irresistible vibration and stability on the retrie-
ve. The powerful diving blade and multiple coating with epoxy resin make these hard lures indestructible in both 
freshwater and saltwater. High-quality flat steel spring rings and needle-sharp, Japan-type high-end treble hooks 
complete the package. The diving depth on Mann’s wobblers is stated in feet, not metres! Each digit, therefore, 
represents one foot or 30 centimetres. So, the 30+ dives to at least 9 metres (30 cm x 30 = 9 m). And the 1-Minus 
models run very close to the surface, or within 30 centimetres! The diving depth card on the rear of the packaging 
explains this clearly.
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original appleseed

golden shiner

sand goby

spicy olive

salt & pepper uv-tail

proper baitfish

Q-FISH 13

The soft lure with the ‘forked tail’! Improved, even more attractive and faithful to the template for many no-action soft lures – the original Mann’s Fine-Fish. The unmis-
takable slender body design with the flat back creates the vital twitching when jigging during the sinking phase. And the distinctive U-shaped forked tail, is not spread 
widely or tapered towards the outside but maintains its shape and tail thickness. The aim is to create a moment of inertia that imitates injured prey. Practical tip: verti-
cal fishing, jigging, drop shot, Texas and Carolina rig Available in one irresistible design: Q-Fish 13 (13 cm).

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Weight original appleseed salt & pepper uv-tail sand goby golden shiner proper baitfish spicy olive
13 cm 8 g 3280 001 3280 002 3280 004 3280 006 3280 007 3280 012

citrus shad

firetiger

hot shad

solid white uv-tail

pumpkinseed chartreuse

blue tiger

Q-FISH 13

The soft lure with the ‘forked tail’! Improved, even more attractive and faithful to the template for many no-action soft lures – the original Mann’s Fine-Fish. The unmis-
takable slender body design with the flat back creates the vital twitching when jigging during the sinking phase. And the distinctive U-shaped forked tail, is not spread 
widely or tapered towards the outside but maintains its shape and tail thickness. The aim is to create a moment of inertia that imitates injured prey. Practical tip: verti-
cal fishing, jigging, drop shot, Texas and Carolina rig Available in one irresistible design: Q-Fish 13 (13 cm).

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Weight citrus shad pumpkinseed chartreuse hot shad firetiger blue tiger solid white uv-tail
13 cm 8 g 3280 003 3280 005 3280 008 3280 009 3280 010 3280 011

SHAD
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olive green

camouflage

rainbow shad

brown shiner

wakasagi

red shad

Q-FISH 13

The soft lure with the ‘forked tail’! Improved, even more attractive and faithful to the template for many no-action soft lures – the original Mann’s Fine-Fish. The unmis-
takable slender body design with the flat back creates the vital twitching when jigging during the sinking phase. And the distinctive U-shaped forked tail, is not spread 
widely or tapered towards the outside but maintains its shape and tail thickness. The aim is to create a moment of inertia that imitates injured prey. Practical tip: verti-
cal fishing, jigging, drop shot, Texas and Carolina rig Available in one irresistible design: Q-Fish 13 (13 cm).

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Weight olive green wakasagi rainbow shad camouflage red shad brown shiner
13 cm 8 g 3280 014 3280 015 3280 018 3280 019 3280 021 3280 022

orange craw

desert sunset

sweet candy

bubble gum

crazy carrot

magic motoroil

Q-FISH 13

The soft lure with the ‘forked tail’! Improved, even more attractive and faithful to the template for many no-action soft lures – the original Mann’s Fine-Fish. The unmis-
takable slender body design with the flat back creates the vital twitching when jigging during the sinking phase. And the distinctive U-shaped forked tail, is not spread 
widely or tapered towards the outside but maintains its shape and tail thickness. The aim is to create a moment of inertia that imitates injured prey. Practical tip: verti-
cal fishing, jigging, drop shot, Texas and Carolina rig Available in one irresistible design: Q-Fish 13 (13 cm).

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Weight orange craw crazy carrot sweet candy desert sunset magic motoroil bubble gum
13 cm 8 g 3280 013 3280 016 3280 017 3280 020 3280 023 3280 024

SHAD

New colors

New colors
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original appleseed

golden shiner

sand goby

spicy olive

salt & pepper uv-tail

proper baitfish

Q-PADDLER

Yet another shad with a waggling tail? No. The Paddler is based upon the natural, slender design of a no-action soft lure with a flat rear section that creates the 
high-frequency swaying of the lure. The wide head guarantees perfect stability of the jig and enticing water displacement even with the slightest twitch. What’s more, 
the paddle-shaped tail is set at an angle that always creates striking wagging to and fro regardless of the retrieve speed and jump height without over-twisting! Availa-
ble in five versions: Q-Paddler 8 (8 cm), Q-Paddler 10 (10 cm, Q-Paddler 12 (12 cm), Q-Paddler 15 (15 cm) and Q-Paddler 18 (18 cm).

Q-Paddler 15: Trade Pack 42 Pieces · Q-Paddler 18: Trade Pack 20 Pieces 

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Model Weight original appleseed salt & pepper uv-tail sand goby golden shiner proper baitfish spicy olive
8 cm 8 3,5 g 3281 301 3281 302 3281 304 3281 306 3281 307 3281 312

10 cm 10 7 g 3281 001 3281 002 3281 004 3281 006 3281 007 3281 012
12 cm 12 8 g 3281 101 3281 102 3281 104 3281 106 3281 107 3281 112
15 cm 15 15 g 3281 201 3281 202 3281 204 3281 206 3281 207 3281 212
18 cm 18 27 g 3281 401 3281 402 3281 404 3281 406 3281 407 3281 412

citrus shad

firetiger

hot shad

solid white uv-tail

pumpkinseed chartreuse

blue tiger

Q-PADDLER

Yet another shad with a waggling tail? No. The Paddler is based upon the nat-
ural, slender design of a no-action soft lure with a flat rear section that creates 
the high-frequency swaying of the lure. The wide head guarantees perfect sta-
bility of the jig and enticing water displacement even with the slightest twitch. 
What’s more, the paddle-shaped tail is set at an angle that always creates strik-
ing wagging to and fro regardless of the retrieve speed and jump height without 
over-twisting! Available in five versions: Q-Paddler 8 (8 cm), Q-Paddler 10 (10 
cm, Q-Paddler 12 (12 cm), Q-Paddler 15 (15 cm) and Q-Paddler 18 (18 cm).

Q-Paddler 15: Trade Pack 42 Pieces · Q-Paddler 18: Trade Pack 20 Pieces 

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Model Weight citrus shad pumpkinseed chartreuse hot shad firetiger blue tiger solid white uv-tail
8 cm 8 3,5 g 3281 303 3281 305 3281 308 3281 309 3281 310 3281 311

10 cm 10 7 g 3281 003 3281 005 3281 008 3281 009 3281 010 3281 011
12 cm 12 8 g 3281 103 3281 105 3281 108 3281 109 3281 110 3281 111
15 cm 15 15 g 3281 203 3281 205 3281 208 3281 209 3281 210 3281 211
18 cm 18 27 g 3281 403 3281 405 3281 408 3281 409 3281 410 3281 411

SHAD

New sizes

New sizes
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olive green

camouflage

rainbow shad

brown shiner

wakasagi

red shad

Q-PADDLER

Yet another shad with a waggling tail? No. The Paddler is based upon the natural, slender design of a no-action soft lure with a flat rear section that creates the 
high-frequency swaying of the lure. The wide head guarantees perfect stability of the jig and enticing water displacement even with the slightest twitch. What’s more, 
the paddle-shaped tail is set at an angle that always creates striking wagging to and fro regardless of the retrieve speed and jump height without over-twisting! Availa-
ble in five versions: Q-Paddler 8 (8 cm), Q-Paddler 10 (10 cm, Q-Paddler 12 (12 cm), Q-Paddler 15 (15 cm) and Q-Paddler 18 (18 cm).

Q-Paddler 15: Trade Pack 42 Pieces · Q-Paddler 18: Trade Pack 20 Pieces 

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Model Weight olive green wakasagi rainbow shad camouflage red shad brown shiner
8 cm 8 3,5 g 3281 314 3281 315 3281 318 3281 319 3281 321 3281 322

10 cm 10 7 g 3281 014 3281 015 3281 018 3281 019 3281 021 3281 022
12 cm 12 8 g 3281 114 3281 115 3281 118 3281 119 3281 121 3281 122
15 cm 15 15 g 3281 214 3281 215 3281 218 3281 219 3281 221 3281 222
18 cm 18 27 g 3281 414 3281 415 3281 418 3281 419 3281 421 3281 422

orange craw

desert sunset

sweet candy

bubble gum

crazy carrot

magic motoroil

Q-PADDLER

Yet another shad with a waggling tail? No. The Paddler is based upon the natural, slender design of a no-action soft lure with a flat rear section that creates the 
high-frequency swaying of the lure. The wide head guarantees perfect stability of the jig and enticing water displacement even with the slightest twitch. What’s more, 
the paddle-shaped tail is set at an angle that always creates striking wagging to and fro regardless of the retrieve speed and jump height without over-twisting! Availa-
ble in five versions: Q-Paddler 8 (8 cm), Q-Paddler 10 (10 cm, Q-Paddler 12 (12 cm), Q-Paddler 15 (15 cm) and Q-Paddler 18 (18 cm).

Q-Paddler 15: Trade Pack 42 Pieces · Q-Paddler 18: Trade Pack 20 Pieces 

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Length Model Weight orange craw crazy carrot sweet candy desert sunset magic motoroil bubble gum
8 cm 8 3,5 g 3281 313 3281 316 3281 317 3281 320 3281 323 3281 324

10 cm 10 7 g 3281 013 3281 016 3281 017 3281 020 3281 023 3281 024
12 cm 12 8 g 3281 113 3281 116 3281 117 3281 120 3281 123 3281 124
15 cm 15 15 g 3281 213 3281 216 3281 217 3281 220 3281 223 3281 224
18 cm 18 27 g 3281 413 3281 416 3281 417 3281 420 3281 423 3281 424

SHAD

New colors

New colors
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

MANNIAC

The zander magnet among sinking wobblers! With a length of 7.5 centimetres and a weight of 18 grams, this is the ideal sinking wobbler for vertical fishing and 
aggressive jigging. Retrieved at speed, however, the Manniac becomes an asp and pike killer during the warm season. Equipped with the unique ‘Acc-Trac-System’!

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
7,5 cm 18 g 2 sinking 3271 001 3271 002 3271 003 3271 004 3271 005 3271 006 3271 007 3271 008 3271 009 3271 010

firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

BABY 1-MINUS

Like its big brother, the little Baby 1-Minus is a veritable secret weapon on all shallow and very weedy waters! A depth of 1 foot, or 30 centimetres, is the limit for the 
Baby 1-Minus. A totally reliable hard bait with plenty of buoyancy. Ideal for casting and calm retrieval. With its compact design, the little Baby 1-Minus wobbler also 
flies as true as a rocket, even in heavy side winds.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
5,5 cm 11 g 2 0,30 m floating 3282 001 3282 002 3282 003 3282 004 3282 005 3282 006 3282 007 3282 008 3282 009 3282 010

PLUGS

New color New color

New color New color
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

BABY 8-MINUS

Small, stout and completely reliable when it comes to fishing off weedy bottoms on not too shallow waters. The 8-Minus can reach a dive depth of 2.4 metres when 
pushed and, thanks to its ample buoyancy, is also ideal for extremely shallow retrieves. A genuine all-rounder! Perfect for casting and calm retrieval. Like all of the stout 
Minus wobblers, with its compact design, it also flies as true as a rocket, even in heavy side winds.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
5,5 cm 13 g 2 2,4 m floating 3287 001 3287 002 3287 003 3287 004 3287 005 3287 006 3287 007 3287 008 3287 009 3287 010

firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

1-MINUS

A genuine catching machine on all shallow and very weedy waters! A depth of 1 foot, or 30 centimetres, is the absolute limit for the 1-Minus. A totally reliable hard 
bait with plenty of buoyancy. Ideal for casting and retrieval. With its compact design, the 1-Minus flies as true as a rocket, even in heavy side winds.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
8 cm 26 g 2 0,30 m floating 3283 001 3283 002 3283 003 3283 004 3283 005 3283 006 3283 007 3283 008 3283 009 3283 010

PLUGS

New color New color

New color New color
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

STRETCH 1-MINUS

Like the stout surface lure, the cigar-shaped Stretch 1-Minus Wobbler is a hit on all shallow and very weedy waters, where predators prefer lures that emit far weaker 
vibrations! 1 foot means a guaranteed 30-centimetre swimming depth and no deeper. This Stretch 1-Minus version also floats and is not only ideal for casting and calm 
retrieval, but can also be easily twitched. It is also very popular for trolling behind a downrigger or trolling lead since it will swim at a constant depth behind the lead 
without deviating.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
11 cm 16 g 2 0,3 m floating 3284 001 3284 002 3284 003 3284 004 3284 005 3284 006 3284 007 3284 008 3284 009 3284 010

firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

SUPER STRETCH 1- MINUS

The Super Stretch 1-Minus, is the big fish version of the smaller, cigar-shaped Stretch 1-Minus wobbler. The Super Stretch is a veritable secret weapon on all shallow 
and very weedy waters, where predators prefer lures that emit far weaker vibrations and waggling! 1 foot means a guaranteed 30-centimetre swimming depth and 
no deeper. The Super Stretch 1-Minus also floats and is not only ideal for casting and calm retrieval, but can also be easily twitched. It is also very popular for trolling 
behind a downrigger or trolling lead since it will swim at a constant depth behind the lead without deviating.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
15 cm 45 g 3 0,3 m floating 3285 001 3285 002 3285 003 3285 004 3285 005 3285 006 3285 007 3285 008 3285 009 3285 010

PLUGS

New color New color

New color New color
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

HEAVY DUTY STRETCH 25+

The most reliable and well-known wobbler among hard baits in a particularly robust heavy-duty design for those extra large catches! Thanks to the specially designed 
diving blade, the floating Stretch 25+ Plus can reach a depth of at least 7.5 metres or more without deviating or straying out of its lane. Ideal for trolling 30 metres 
behind the boat at a speed of around 3 km or more.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
15 cm 52 g 2 7,5 m floating 3291 001 3291 002 3291 003 3291 004 3291 005 3291 006 3291 007 3291 008 3291 009 3291 010

firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

STRETCH

The most reliable and well-known wobbler among hard baits! Thanks to the specially designed diving blade, the floating Stretch 15+ Plus easily reaches a depth of 4.5 
metres without deviating or straying out of its lane. Ideal for trolling 30 metres behind the boat at a speed of around 3 km.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Model Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
11,5 cm 15+ 21 g 2 4,5 m floating 3289 001 3289 002 3289 003 3289 004 3289 005 3289 006 3289 007 3289 008 3289 009 3289 010
11,5 cm 20+ 24 g 2 6,0 m floating 3290 001 3290 002 3290 003 3290 004 3290 005 3290 006 3290 007 3290 008 3290 009 3290 010

PLUGS

New color New color

New color New color
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

LM I

The Loudmouth I is guaranteed to make a big noise - in every sense! The carefully calculated number of balls in its stomach makes these wobblers the absolute loudest 
high-frequency lures in the world. The irresistible pressure waves are sensed by fish over vast distances and trigger territorial behaviour in large predators. The floating 
Loudmouth I model dives to a depth of more than 4 metres.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
7,5 cm 25 g 2 4,0 m floating 3288 001 3288 002 3288 003 3288 004 3288 005 3288 006 3288 007 3288 008 3288 009 3288 010

firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

LM II

The Loudmouth II is guaranteed to make a big noise - in every sense! The carefully calculated number of balls in its stomach makes these wobblers the absolute loudest 
high-frequency lures in the world. The irresistible pressure waves are sensed by fish over vast distances and trigger territorial behaviour in large predators. The floating 
Loudmouth II model is smaller with a short lip and has a shallower maximum depth of 2.5 metres.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
7 cm 17 g 2 2,0 m floating 3296 001 3296 002 3296 003 3296 004 3296 005 3296 006 3296 007 3296 008 3296 009 3296 010

PLUGS

New color New color

New color New color
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

ACC-TRAC

A floating wobbler with a fixed diving depth that you can rely on 100%! The lure is equipped with the unique ‘Acc-Trac-System’. A self-adjusting attachment eye on 
the lip of the wobbler ensures that the Acc-Trac is always accurate and swims in its lane without breaking off. The Modell 35 swims at a maximum water depth of just 
over a metre!The Modell 79 swims at a water depth of up to 3 metres and is a genuine all-rounder that shot to fame when it was used to commemorate the 40th 
anniversary of Fisch & Fang magazine!The Modell 11-13 is ideally suited to a swimming at a depth of 3 to 3.5 metres and no deeper, guaranteed!

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Model Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
6,5 cm 35 11 g 2 1,0 m floating 3286 001 3286 002 3286 003 3286 004 3286 005 3286 006 3286 007 3286 008 3286 009 3286 010
7,5 cm 79 13 g 2 2,5 m floating 3286 101 3286 102 3286 103 3286 104 3286 105 3286 106 3286 107 3286 108 3286 109 3286 110
7,5 cm 11-13 15 g 2 3,5 m floating 3286 201 3286 202 3286 203 3286 204 3286 205 3286 206 3286 207 3286 208 3286 209 3286 210

firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

MAGNUM 30+

The most reliable and well-known wobbler among hard baits in a particularly robust XXL design for those extra large catches in both freshwater and saltwater! Thanks 
to the specially designed diving blade, the floating Magnum 30+ Plus can reach a depth of over 9 metres without deviating or straying out of its lane. Ideal for trolling 
30 metres behind the boat at a speed of around 3 km or more.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
21 cm 130 g 2 9,0 m floating 3292 001 3292 002 3292 003 3292 004 3292 005 3292 006 3292 007 3292 008 3292 009 3292 010

PLUGS

New color New color

New color New color
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firetiger

brown tiger

perch

magic green

clown

blue tiger

goby

blue baitfish

real shiner

natural

CRANK 30+

A fat, stocky crank bait that can dive deep in an instant. Whether trolled or simply cast out and retrieved, the special diving lip takes the 30+ to depths of 9 metres and 
more! With its abrupt lateral body movements, the floating Crank 30+ entices anything that swims and has teeth.

Trade Pack 3 Pieces

Length Weight Hook Diving Depth Action firetiger blue baitfish clown brown tiger real shiner blue tiger perch natural goby magic green
9 cm 42 g 2 9,0 m floating 3293 001 3293 002 3293 003 3293 004 3293 005 3293 006 3293 007 3293 008 3293 009 3293 010

QUANTUM MANN'S LURE DISPLAY

2 x 24 compartments on each side. 48 storage options for a total of 48 boxes.

Code Width Height Depth Colour
5110 999 0,70 m 1,40 m 0,48 m black

PLUGS

QUANTUM PT ZANDER ROD DISPLAY

Lifelike fish for presenting 20 Vapor rods.

Code Width Height Depth Weight
9970 001 0,70 m 1,00 m 0,80 m 4,5 kg

Code Width Height
9949 075 9,8 cm 21,0 cm

STICKER MANNS DIVING 
DEPTH

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

New color

New color
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pumpkinseed chartreuse

whitefish

camouflage

orange craw

rainbow shad

hot shad

black UV-tail

magic motoroil

TWINLER

It's back! By unprecedented demand for a pike lure – the original Mann’s Twinler! This unique pike magnet is available from retailers once again. The same assortment 
in eight attractive colours. Often imitated, the Twinler's action is completely unique. Whether cast out and trolled or steadily retrieved, the highly stable action of the 
soft lure and alternating wriggles of the sickle tail make this lure a one-off. No other double-tailed twister has accounted for so many monster pike. Why not try it for 
yourself?

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

Length Weight Content pumpkinseed chartreuse hot shad orange craw whitefish black UV-tail rainbow shad camouflage magic motoroil
20 cm 42 g 10 pcs 3336 001 3336 002 3336 003 3336 004 3336 005 3336 006 3336 007 3336 008

roach

zander

perch

firetiger hot tail

bream motor oil

rainbow trout

YOLO PIKE SHAD

The YOLO Pike Shad is a lure developed by the entire Quantum predator team specifically for large pike fishing. The YOLO moves tantalisingly with its entire body even 
with light weight heads, yet remains stable even on fast retrieves.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

Length Weight Action roach bream motor oil perch zander rainbow trout firetiger hot tail
18 cm 33 g sinking 3266 301 3266 302 3266 303 3266 304 3266 307 3266 308
22 cm 60 g sinking 3266 401 3266 402 3266 403 3266 404 3266 407 3266 408
30 cm 122 g sinking 3266 501 3266 507 3266 508

SHAD
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roach

zander

perch

firetiger hot tail

bream motor oil

rainbow trout

YOLO CURLY SHAD

The YOLO Curly Shad is a lure developed by the entire Quantum predator team specifically for targeting large fish. The sickle tail, which is specially adjusted to the 
body size, creates lateral movement of the entire body even in the slow sinking phase. The YOLO Curly Shad also has the huge plus point that, unlike many other large 
twisters on the market, its low weight allows fatigue-free fishing all day long without making compromises on lure size or requiring a special heavy rod and reel combi-
nation.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

Length Weight roach bream motor oil perch zander rainbow trout firetiger hot tail
21 cm 36 g 3270 301 3270 302 3270 303 3270 304 3270 307 3270 308
26 cm 64 g 3270 401 3270 402 3270 403 3270 404 3270 407 3270 408

roach

zander

perch

firetiger hot tail

bream motor oil

rainbow trout

YOLO SWIM SHAD

A newly designed catching machine in 6 attractive decorations for active fishing for pike above weed and obstacles or in shallow water. With its internal floating 
device, the slow-sinking Yolo Swim Shad is an irresistible delicacy. Whether retrieved quickly or slowly, the paddle tail always moves tantalisingly while the intelligently 
designed, internal floating device provides the necessary stability. The option to attach the treble hook to an eye on the top allows lure retrieval on weedy waters, 
which is normally where the target fish are lurking.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

Length Weight roach bream motor oil perch zander rainbow trout firetiger hot tail
18 cm 66 g 3350 001 3350 002 3350 003 3350 004 3350 005 3350 006

SHAD
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cherry cola

mexicola

go with the flow

misfit love

green machine

snow

kalopsia

Length Weight Content cherry cola go with the flow green machine kalopsia mexicola misfit love snow
9,5 cm 12 g 5 pcs 3298 001 3298 002 3298 003 3298 004 3298 005 3298 006 3298 007

RHINOSOR

The Creature Bait, developed by French team anglers Eric Bagur and Andreas Wols, has been specially adapted for modern black bass fishing. The Creature has two 
small arm blades and six legs with a ball at the end, which create micro-vibrations under the water, driving predators wild.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

salt n'pepper

soylent green

motor oil

opening night

firetiger hot tail

hot brownie

xmas

minnow

HAIRY MARY
Innovative fringed jig in three sizes 
and eight highly attractive designs. 
The rubber compound impresses with 
its shimmering colours and extreme 
softness. At the leading edge of the 
Hairy Mary is a neat hollowed-out 
channel designed for optimal hook 
presentation. Both sizes come with 
a groove along the stomach for use 
with offset hooks (e.g. when dropshot 
fishing). Holographic eyes complete the 
alluring package. In testing, the Hairy 
Mary, with its partly contrasting, mov-
ing fringes, demonstrated its extreme 
attraction to perch and zander while 
the larger of the two designs proved a 
hit with pike.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

Length Weight Content salt n'pepper hot brownie opening night soylent green xmas firetiger hot tail motor oil minnow
10 cm 6,5 g 5 pcs 3242 001 3242 002 3242 004 3242 006 3242 007 3242 009 3242 010 3242 011
14 cm 12 g 3 pcs 3242 101 3242 102 3242 104 3242 106 3242 107 3242 109 3242 110 3242 111
20 cm 30 g 2 pcs 3242 201 3242 202 3242 204 3242 206 3242 207 3242 209 3242 210 3242 211

SHAD
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dusk to dawn

delirium

dirty gold

rainbow

purple moon

baby bass

RASSEL SHAD

The Rassel Shad was the idea of Holger Aderkas and is introduced this year after a long test phase. The waggling 
tail contains a real glass rattle that drives fish crazy with the noises it creates as the lure is retrieved. The lure is avail-
able in three different sizes and seven colours allowing the angler to target any fish from perch and zander to pike 
with the lure.

Length Weight Content dusk to dawn purple moon dirty gold delirium baby bass rainbow
10 cm 8 g 64 pcs 3236 005 3236 013 3236 011 3236 012 3236 014
14 cm 22 g 40 pcs 3236 105 3236 113 3236 111 3236 112 3236 114
20 cm 65 g 24 pcs 3236 205 3236 213 3236 211 3236 212 3236 214 3236 206

the monk

opening night

black pelagic

sonar flash

toxic river

remedy

PELAGIC SHAD

The largest predators in our waters, whether monster zander or giant pike, spend the majority of the year living an inconspicuous, shadowy existence in the pelagic 
water column of our stillwaters. Catching such predators purposefully in mid-water requires expensively produced extreme lures that imitate typical prey down to the 
last detail. As one of the first manufacturers of „pelagic“ vertical lures in Europe, we present the  Pelagic Shad from Quantum. Whether jigged vertically in open water 
or traditionally on the bottom – the Pelagic Shad is the key to your dream fish. During the revolutionary development phase, Fredrik Harbort and his friends outwitted 
countless open water giants in several countries around Europe with the lure. Besides the realistic design, the ultra-sensitive action also plays an essential role in suc-
cessful mid-water angling. Those who are familiar with this type of fishing will quickly appreciate the benefits. The rules of open water just changed.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

Length Weight Content the monk toxic river black pelagic opening night remedy sonar flash
21 cm 23 g 2 pcs 3226 201 3226 203 3226 218 3226 202 3226 229 3226 208
25 cm 37 g 2 pcs 3226 301 3226 318 3226 302 3226 329

SHAD
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CRYPTON LOB WORM HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4750 002 2 0,35 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4750 004 4 0,30 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4750 006 6 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4750 008 8 0,20 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4750 100 1/0 0,35 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON MAIZE HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4751 004 4 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs gold

4751 006 6 0,22 mm 70 cm 10 pcs gold

4751 008 8 0,20 mm 70 cm 10 pcs gold

4751 010 10 0,18 mm 70 cm 10 pcs gold

4751 012 12 0,16 mm 70 cm 10 pcs gold

4751 014 14 0,14 mm 70 cm 10 pcs gold

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON RED WORM HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4749 002 2 0,30 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4749 004 4 0,30 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4749 006 6 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4749 008 8 0,22 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

4749 010 10 0,20 mm 70 cm 10 pcs red

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON ALLROUND HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4734 004 4 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4734 006 6 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4734 008 8 0,22 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4734 010 10 0,20 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4734 012 12 0,18 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4734 014 14 0,16 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4734 016 16 0,14 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON FEEDER HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4736 010 10 0,18 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4736 012 12 0,16 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4736 014 14 0,14 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4736 016 16 0,12 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4736 018 18 0,12 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

HOOKS TO NYLON

CRYPTON PASTE HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4735 004 4 0,25 mm 40 cm 5 pcs red

4735 006 6 0,22 mm 40 cm 5 pcs red

4735 008 8 0,22 mm 40 cm 5 pcs red

4735 010 10 0,20 mm 40 cm 5 pcs red

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON MAGGOT HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4748 010 10 0,16 mm 40 cm 10 pcs black

4748 012 12 0,14 mm 40 cm 10 pcs black

4748 014 14 0,12 mm 40 cm 10 pcs black

4748 016 16 0,10 mm 40 cm 10 pcs black

4748 018 18 0,10 mm 40 cm 10 pcs black

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON BREAM HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4740 008 8 0,18 mm 80 cm 10 pcs red

4740 010 10 0,16 mm 80 cm 10 pcs red

4740 012 12 0,14 mm 80 cm 10 pcs red

4740 014 14 0,12 mm 80 cm 10 pcs red

4740 016 16 0,10 mm 80 cm 10 pcs red

Trade Pack 10 Pieces
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CRYPTON ROACH HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4741 010 10 0,16 mm 40 cm 10 pcs blue

4741 012 12 0,14 mm 40 cm 10 pcs blue

4741 014 14 0,12 mm 40 cm 10 pcs blue

4741 016 16 0,10 mm 40 cm 10 pcs blue

4741 018 18 0,10 mm 40 cm 10 pcs blue

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON EEL HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4743 002 2 0,30 mm 70 cm 10 pcs nickel

4743 004 4 0,30 mm 70 cm 10 pcs nickel

4743 006 6 0,28 mm 70 cm 10 pcs nickel

4743 008 8 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs nickel

4743 100 1/0 0,35 mm 70 cm 10 pcs nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON CARP HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4744 002 2 0,35 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black

4744 004 4 0,30 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black

4744 006 6 0,28 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black

4744 100 1/0 0,35 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON PERCH HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4745 004 4 0,25 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4745 006 6 0,22 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4745 008 8 0,20 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4745 010 10 0,20 mm 70 cm 10 pcs black nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON BOILIE HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Hooklength BS Content Colour
4747 001 1 50 cm 15 kg 3 pcs black/gunsmoke

4747 002 2 50 cm 15 kg 3 pcs black/gunsmoke

4747 004 4 50 cm 15 kg 5 pcs black/gunsmoke

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

HOOKS TO NYLON

CRYPTON BIG TROUT EXTREME HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4737 004 4 0,29 mm 180 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4737 006 6 0,27 mm 180 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4737 008 8 0,27 mm 180 cm 10 pcs black nickel

4737 010 10 0,25 mm 180 cm 10 pcs black nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON BIG TROUT HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4738 006 6 0,25 mm 120 cm 10 pcs silver

4738 008 8 0,25 mm 120 cm 10 pcs silver

4738 010 10 0,23 mm 120 cm 10 pcs silver

4738 012 12 0,20 mm 120 cm 10 pcs silver

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON BIG TROUT-BH HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4739 004 4 0,27 mm 220 cm 10 pcs silver

4739 006 6 0,25 mm 220 cm 10 pcs silver

4739 008 8 0,25 mm 220 cm 10 pcs silver

4739 010 10 0,23 mm 220 cm 10 pcs silver

4739 012 12 0,20 mm 220 cm 10 pcs silver

Trade Pack 10 Pieces
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CRYPTON TROUT PASTE HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Content Colour
4746 006 6 0,22 mm 70 cm 5 pcs gold

4746 008 8 0,20 mm 70 cm 5 pcs gold

4746 010 10 0,18 mm 70 cm 5 pcs gold

4746 012 12 0,16 mm 70 cm 5 pcs gold

4746 106 6 0,25 mm 250 cm 5 pcs gold

4746 108 8 0,25 mm 250 cm 5 pcs gold

4746 110 10 0,22 mm 250 cm 5 pcs gold

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

CRYPTON TROUT HOOK-TO-NYLON

Code Hook Size Leader L. Ø Hooklength Colour
4742 006 6 0,22 mm 150 cm black nickel

4742 008 8 0,20 mm 150 cm black nickel

4742 010 10 0,18 mm 150 cm black nickel

4742 012 12 0,16 mm 150 cm black nickel

4742 106 6 0,22 mm 70 cm black nickel

4742 108 8 0,20 mm 70 cm black nickel

4742 110 10 0,18 mm 70 cm black nickel

4742 112 12 0,16 mm 70 cm black/nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

HOOKS TO NYLON

Mr. Pike – “traditional pike  shing spot on!”
Our new product range “Mr. Pike” is the perfect ran- ge for all seasoned predator 
anglers who still rely on deadbaits. Here you can  nd a straightforward range of 
rigged-up pike traces made from the  nest multistrand American Fishing Wire (AFW) 
with an inconspicuous “Camo”-coated surface. A material that is one third thinner 
than conventional steel trace material and that adapts perfectly to water coloration 
and the bottom of the swim, resulting in clearly improved catches when compared 
to black wire, for example.
The range also includes the corresponding small materi- als and a fully compatible 
selection of perfectly balanced  oats for all sizes of bait and any kind of presentation. 
This very special range is highlighted by four extraordi- nary rods for pike and zander  
shing from the bank or boat. And, last but not least, clothing and practical bags for 
storing the traces, rigged-up rods and tackle together with frozen deadbaits.

“Mr. Pike” is the perfect range for all seasoned predator anglers which prefer 
to fish for bigfish with deadbaits. A classical method – interpreted in a modern 

fashion and perfectly delivered. That’s what “Mr. Pike” is all about.
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MR. PIKE PENCIL SLIDER

When it comes to deadbait floats, it has to be the Mr. Pike 'Pencil Slider’! Opti-
mal line flow, very low water displacement on a bite and optimal visibility in all 
weather conditions - what more could you want from a perfect predator float? 
Produced from indestructible Rohacell - made in Germany!

Code Length BS Colour
5240 001 95 mm 10 g black

5240 002 135 mm 20 g black

5240 003 170 mm 30 g black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE FAT SLIDER

Typical inline pike float! The slightly stocky float body of the Mr. Pike 'Fat Slid-
er’ is extremely stable in the wind and waves and highly visible in the water. 
Despite the rather small and compact body, the float is very buoyant, which 
makes it a true all-rounder. Produced from indestructible Rohacell - made in 
Germany!

Code Length BS Colour
5241 001 155 mm 10 g black

5241 002 165 mm 20 g black

5241 003 175 mm 30 g black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE DRIFT FLOAT

It’s here: a drift float with a sail and snaplight holder! The Mr. Pike 'Drifter 
Float’ is a slider with a replaceable, stable plastic sail. The sail can either accom-
modate a snaplight or be replaced with a snaplight. Produced from indestructi-
ble Rohacell - made in Germany!

Code Length BS Colour
5242 001 125 mm 20 g black

5242 002 125 mm 30 g black

5242 003 125 mm 40 g black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE PENCIL LOADED

Sometimes, anglers are forced to present their deadbait either on or off the 
bottom with a float rig rather than legering due to the amount of vegetation. 
This is where the Mr. Pike 'Pencil Loaded' float comes into its own. Produced 
from indestructible Rohacell - made in Germany! Lead-free!

Code Length BS Colour
5243 001 150 mm 8 / 12 g black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE TROLLING FLOAT

A must for every seasoned pike angler - the Mr. Pike 'Trolling Float'! This ideal 
trolling float for deadbaiting behind a boat is equipped with an integrated 
self-clamping device that prevents the main line from running through the float 
when pull is applied. This ensures that the baitfish always remains at the depth 
pre-determined by the angler and does not wander upwards through the line 
stopper. Produced from indestructible Rohacell - made in Germany!

Code Length BS Colour
5244 001 125 mm 30 g black

5244 002 125 mm 40 g black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

PREDATOR FLOATS

MR. PIKE ZANDER FLOAT

A Dutch classic! A faithful reproduction of the most popular zander float of 
Dutch Snoekbaars’ experts. Holds firm in the wind yet indicates even the finest 
bites from these cautious predators. Innovation: the snaplight option on the 
sensitive antenna! Produced from indestructible Rohacell - made in Germany!

Code Length BS Colour
5245 001 280 mm 3 g black

5245 002 280 mm 4 g black

5245 003 280 mm 5 g black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE BAIT POP UP KIT

Three intelligently designed floating devices for every conceivable application 
on the water. The round ball is designed for offering floating whole deadbaits, 
the half ball allows a half deadbait or large deadbait chunks to be presented 
tantalisingly off the bottom and the drop-shaped floating device presents small-
er deadbaits attractively on a leger rig. The integrated supporting bar allows 
the 'Bait Pop Ups' to be fixed simply and securely.

Code Content Colour
6240 001 3 pcs red

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE PENCIL

The typical English pike float for fishing with 
deadbaits on the bottom. The Mr. Pike Pencil 
is not loaded and has a low buoyancy of just 
10 g. The rig is set up so that the bait lies 
on the bottom and the stopper keeps the 
Mr. Pike Pencil half sticking out of the water. 
When a fish bites, the float either disappears 
or comes up out of the water and lies flat 
before quickly diving to the depths. Made 
in Germany from Rohacell, the float is easily 
visible over long distances.

Code Length BS Content Colour
5235 001 200 mm 10 g 1 pcs black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces
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MR. PIKE ZANDER

The second traditional zander float in 
the Mr. Pike range. Produced accord-
ing to the specifications of Dutch 
zander experts. With robust side eyes 
for perfect flow of the line and remov-
able antenna for long-range visibility. 
Available in weights of 3 g, 4 g and 5 
g. Extra long exchangeable Antenna.

Code Length Weight BS Content Colour
 5236 001 300 mm 3 g 3 g 1 pcs black

 5236 002 300 mm 4 g 4 g 1 pcs black

 5236 003 300 mm 5 g 5 g 1 pcs black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE INLINE TUBE
The snaplight float with a modern 
design has been specially developed 
for night fishing for big predators. 
With the clear line flow, the float is 
ideal for fishing at all water depths 
and allows the angler to respond 
quickly to changing conditions. In 
addition, the floating body has a 
snaplight insert with a large attach-
ment that allows the angler to easily 
spot the float over long distances. The 
cone shape impresses with its long-
range, precise casting qualities that 
set it apart as a perfect predator float.

Code Length Weight Content Colour
 5237 001 240 mm 25 g 1 pcs black

 5237 002 250 mm 30 g 1 pcs black

 5237 003 260 mm 40 g 1 pcs black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE CAMO COATED LEADER MATERIAL

In American Fishing Wire, Mr. Pike brings a camo-coated steel leader material 
to the market which is up to a third thinner in diameter than comparable 
nylon-coated steel leaders available. The coating has a genuine camouflage 
effect since the leader adapts to the natural colour of the bottom of the water. 
In countless field tests, anglers have not only hooked significantly more fish 
with the camo steel leader but also larger and shyer predators. The Mr. Pike 
'Camo Leader' material is available on 10-metre spools in a variety of breaking 
strains for fine zander and eel to large pike fishing.

Code Length BS Colour
 2355 001 10 m 7 kg / 15 lbs camo

 2355 002 10 m 9 kg / 20 lbs camo

 2355 003 10 m 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE POWER SLEEVES

First-class steel leader holds firm in the only weak spot a leader has with these 
- Original American Fishing Wire pinch sleeves in the right size for the steel 
diameter! The best pinch sleeves on the market are also available separately in 
our Mr. Pike range.

Code Model Ø Content Colour
 6415 084 S 0,84 mm 50 pcs mat black

 6415 119 M 1,19 mm 50 pcs mat black

 6415 140 L 1,40 mm 50 pcs mat black

 6415 180 XL 1,80 mm 50 pcs mat black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE FLOAT RIG LEADER

Float Rig Leader - ready-made rigs for float fishing, equipped with high-quality 
carbon steel hooks tied onto 30 lb (14 kg) inconspicuous camo steel leader. 
High-quality production is of the utmost priority with each pinch sleeve connec-
tion being made individually by hand and inspected.

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4271 001 1, 4 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4271 005 1, 2 1 50 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

PIKE & ZANDER

MR. PIKE FLOAT RIG LEADER

Float Rig Leader - ready-made rigs for float fishing, equipped with high-quality 
carbon steel hooks tied onto 30 lb (14 kg) inconspicuous camo steel leader. 
High-quality production is of the utmost priority with each pinch sleeve connec-
tion being made individually by hand and inspected.

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4271 002 6 1 50 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4271 003 4 1 50 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4271 004 2 1 50 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE FLOAT RIG LEADER

Float Rig Leader - ready-made rigs for float fishing, equipped with high-quality 
carbon steel hooks tied onto 30 lb (14 kg) inconspicuous camo steel leader. 
High-quality production is of the utmost priority with each pinch sleeve connec-
tion being made individually by hand and inspected.

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4271 006 1, 4+4 3 50 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE FLOAT RIG LEADER

Float Rig Leader - ready-made rigs for float fishing, equipped with high-quality 
carbon steel hooks tied onto 30 lb (14 kg) inconspicuous camo steel leader. 
High-quality production is of the utmost priority with each pinch sleeve connec-
tion being made individually by hand and inspected.

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4271 007 1, 1/0 2 50 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces
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MR. PIKE UNIVERSAL LEADER

Mr. Pike Universal Leader - ready-made rigs for float fishing and legering, 
equipped with high-quality carbon steel hooks tied onto 30 lb (14 kg) incon-
spicuous camo steel leader. High-quality production is of the utmost priority 
with each pinch sleeve connection being made individually by hand and 
inspected.

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4272 001 4 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4272 002 6 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4272 003 8 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4272 004 2 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE LONG CAST LEADER

Mr. Pike Long Cast Leader - ready-made rigs for float fishing and legering, 
especially for long casting, equipped with high-quality carbon steel hooks tied 
onto 30 lb (14 kg) inconspicuous camo steel leader. High-quality production is 
of the utmost priority with each pinch sleeve connection being made individu-
ally by hand and inspected.

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4273 001 4 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4273 002 6 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4273 003 8 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4273 004 2 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

WIRE TRACES

MR. PIKE BOTTOM RIG LEADER

Bottom Rig Leader - ready-made rigs for legering, equipped with high-quality 
carbon steel hooks tied onto 30 lb (14 kg) inconspicuous camo steel leader. 
High-quality production is of the utmost priority with each pinch sleeve connec-
tion being made individually by hand and inspected

Code Hook Size Hook Length BS Colour
 4274 001 6, 4 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4274 002 8, 6 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

 4274 003 4, 2 2 60 cm 14 kg / 30 lbs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE LEDGER BOOM

Any angler who wants to present a deadbait weed-free 
and visible to predators on the bottom cannot do with-
out a good leger boom. With the Mr. Pike Ledger Boom, 
the line floats freely above obstacles, ensuring perfect 
flow of the line with no jolts when a fish takes the bait.

Code Length Size Content Colour
 6207 001 17 cm XL 1 pcs black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE DROP BACK INDICATOR

Even large pike can sometimes be prudish! They often just play with your baitfish, scarcely moving off the spot. 
The Mr. Pike Drop Back Indicator prevents these fish from devouring your baitfish unnoticed! A vigilant bite 
indicator that does not miss a thing. It is mounted on the rear bank stick. The twist-on connector fits any stick 
diameter. The bite indicator is the plastic egg that you can open and adjust internally with weights according to 
the wind and current. The arm moves freely, indicating both runs and drop-back bites. A finely adjustable plastic 
clamp can also be adapted to the main line diameter, ensuring that the line is pulled off without resistance. 
With snaplight insert. Includes: 2 plastic bite indicators with line clamps (bright white and fluorescent orange), 3 
counter-weights and a stainless steel bar with a screw clamp.

Code Length Weight Content Colour
 6750 001 37 cm 73 g 1 pcs fluo orange/bright white

MR. PIKE SLIDE SINKER LEAD-FREE

Completely lead-free! The Mr. Pike 'Slide Sinkers' are weights that can be 
attached to the main line in one of two ways. One way is as a sliding weight 
guided through the tube, which ensures free weighting of the rig without 
resistance. The other is as a fixed weight via the silicone tubes supplied. These 
are threaded onto the main line and the 'Slide Sinker’ is inserted and fixed at 
the required distance.

Code Weight Content Colour
 6233 006 6 g 3 pcs black

 6233 010 10 g 3 pcs black

 6233 015 15 g 3 pcs black

 6233 020 20 g 3 pcs black

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

MR. PIKE SPOTTY

Biting - let’s get to the point! The Mr. Pike 'Spotty' has you covered. On the 
one hand, it provides a visual incentive for predators. On the other hand, the 
'Spotty’ can be used as a stopper to prevent deadbaits from falling off the 
hook during casting. Not only does it decorate your plain deadbait, it also 
clearly shows the predator where it should bite.

Code Size Content Colour
 3113 001 XL 20 pcs UV colours

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE FLOAT STOPS 
SILICONE
Guaranteeing a firm grip on large 
floats is not always easy, which is why 
high-quality silicone float stoppers are 
a must. The black Mr. Pike 'Float Stops' 
are the ideal solution. They are suited 
to both monofilament and braided lines 
and fit optimally on line diameters of 0.2 
mm - 0.35 mm.

Code Model Ø Content
 3117 001 L 0,20 - 

0,35 mm

20 pcs

Trade Pack 5 Pieces
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MISCELLANEOUS

MR. PIKE RIGGING KIT

A DIY kit for all pike anglers who appreciate innovative quality but want to 
remain flexible. The Mr. Pike 'Rigging Kit’ includes optimal trebles for deadbait-
ing and our camo-coated plastic sleeves for putting together an inconspicuous 
leader.

Code Hook Size Content Colour
 6208 000 4 12 pcs camo

 6208 001 6 12 pcs camo

 6208 002 8 12 pcs camo

 6208 003 2 12 pcs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE RIGGING KIT

A DIY kit for all pike anglers who appreciate innovative quality but want to 
remain flexible. The Mr. Pike 'Rigging Kit’ includes optimal trebles for deadbait-
ing and our camo-coated plastic sleeves for putting together an inconspicuous 
leader.

Code Hook Size Content Colour
 6208 004 1/0 12 pcs camo

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE KWIK CHANGE SWIVEL KIT

Incredibly practical to use, particularly when unhooking a landed fish. The 
intelligent Mr. Pike 'Kwik Change’ carabiner at the end of the swivel enables 
rapid removal of the steel leader even in the landing net. Protects both the fish 
and your rig. The kit comprises the Kwik Change swivel and matching Safety 
Sleeves that act like a second skin around the individual rig components. The 
Mr. Pike 'Safety Sleeves’ come in a light sand-camo colour that perfectly match-
es our camo leader material.

Code Size BS Content
 6209 001 L 36 kg 16 pcs

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE FIRE-BALL JIGHEAD

When it comes to presenting deadbaits actively and attractively, the Fireball Jig 
is in its element! Whether vertical fishing beneath the boat or using a drifting 
rig combined with a float. The Mr. Pike Fireball Jigs are decorated in an irresisti-
ble, UV-active ‘Firetiger’ design and, unlike many other jig heads, have an over-
sized, needle-sharp, wide-gape hook. This allows even large deadbaits to be 
mounted at the front via the mouth. And they are not only ideal for attaching 
baits, they also take a perfect hold in the hard mouths of pike when the angler 
strikes! Equipped with a robust fixing eye for the leader as well as a second eye 
for the stinger.

Code Hook Size Weight Content
 3132 020 4/0 20 g 2 pcs

 3132 030 4/0 30 g 2 pcs

 3132 040 4/0 40 g 2 pcs

 3132 050 4/0 50 g 2 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

MR. PIKE HOODY

Material: 100% Cotton. Gram 
weight: 360 g/m²

Code Size Colour
 8450 000 S black

 8450 001 M black

 8450 002 L black

 8450 003 XL black

 8450 004 XXL black

 8450 005 XXXL black

MR. PIKE BEANIE

Thinsulate! Extra warm. Material: 100% Cotton

Code Colour
 9788 071 grey

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MR. PIKE PIKE SCOOPER

Room for a monster! A landing net with floating devices on both corners combined with a robust full 
metal frame including an extra-long thread - a must for every big pike angler. The extremely robust land-
ing net handle provides sufficient support and stability to land fish of any size. The protective rubber net 
with its flat bottom rounds off the attractive design.

Code Length Width Height Mesh
 7024 001 1,91 m 93 cm 84 cm 8 x 8 mm

MR. PIKE ROD CASE

Secure and reliable on the water. The upholstered rod holdall in single sleeve design offers sufficient storage even for 
long-cast rods with large rings. A smart extra for documenting your large catches is the printed tape measure on the 
rear of the bag. The Mr. Pike 'Rod Case' is equipped with a robust zip fastener and is loaded with rigged-up rods and 
reels from above. With shoulder strap. Material: 100% Polyester Code Length Colour

 8517 060 190 cm black
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MR. PIKE CARRYALL + FREEZER BAG

An ingenious combination for all stationary predator anglers - a spacious shoul-
der bag for all kinds of tackle and accessories combined with a removable cool 
bag! The Mr. Pike 'Carryall' is designed to accommodate all conventional tackle 
boxes. The second section of the bag - the 'freezer bag' is equipped with a par-
ticularly thick iso-layer to ensure trouble-free storage of deadbaits over a long 
period. The freezer bag is also removable, allowing it to be stored separately 
while fishing and cleaned after use. Material: 100% Polyester

Code Width Height Depth Colour
8517 065 45 cm 35 cm 40 cm black

MR. PIKE TRACE WALLET

The perfect solution for kink-free storage of rigged pike leaders. Unlike a rig bin, the luxury rig wallet allows the 
steel leaders to be laid out in extended form as well as being easily removed and replaced after use. The robust 
foam panel of the Mr. Pike 'Trace Wallet’ provides space for up to 24 ready-made pike leaders. Material: 100% 
Polyester

Code Length Colour
8517 067 65 cm black

MR. PIKE STICKER

Code Width Height
9971 965 42 cm 10 cm

silver firetigergold copper gunsmoke

Length Model Content Action silver gold copper gunsmoke firetiger
17 mm Indiana 2 pcs sinking 3331 001 3331 002 3331 003 3331 004 3331 005
30 mm Indiana 2 pcs sinking 3331 101 3331 102 3331 103 3331 104 3331 105

SCREW IN BLADE

Extra spinner blade that can be screwed easily into a deadbait or soft 
lure, providing additional temptation for predators to bite.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

silver firetigergold copper gunsmoke

Length Model Content Action silver gold copper gunsmoke firetiger
30 mm Willow Leaf 2 pcs sinking 3332 001 3332 002 3332 003 3332 004 3332 005
42 mm Willow Leaf 2 pcs sinking 3332 101 3332 102 3332 103 3332 104 3332 105

SCREW IN BLADE

Extra spinner blade that can be screwed easily into a deadbait or soft 
lure, providing additional temptation for predators to bite.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

MISCELLANEOUS
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CAST JIG 50 DEGREE

No ordinary jig head - a smart jig head! The Cast-Jig is designed for slow and lazy retrieves as well 
as for jigging soft lures from the bank! The 50-degree angle of the attachment eye makes it pos-
sible for the shad to rise immediately when twitched and to spin to the bottom for longer during 
the decisive sinking phase – a significant improvement on standard weight heads with a 90-degree 
attachment eye for vertical fishing! Other benefits include the stable and needle-sharp jig hook 
with the unique “shad holder” barb on the shank, which, together with the mini-ruffle, ensures a 
perfect hold of the soft lure without pulling out. In addition, the wide bend provides optimal grip 
in the predator’s mouth. Made exclusively for Quantum by VMC!

Code Hook Size Weight Model
3550 001 1 5 g 4-7 cm

3550 002 1 7 g 4-7 cm

3550 003 1 10 g 4-7 cm

3550 004 1 12 g 4-7 cm

3550 005 1 15 g 4-7 cm

3550 101 1/0 5 g 5-9 cm

3550 102 1/0 7 g 5-9 cm

3550 103 1/0 10 g 5-9 cm

3550 104 1/0 12 g 5-9 cm

3550 105 1/0 15 g 5-9 cm

3550 106 1/0 17 g 5-9 cm

3550 201 2/0 7 g 6-10 cm

3550 202 2/0 10 g 6-10 cm

3550 203 2/0 12 g 6-10 cm

3550 204 2/0 15 g 6-10 cm

3550 205 2/0 17 g 6-10 cm

3550 206 2/0 21 g 6-10 cm

Code Hook Size Weight Model
3550 301 3/0 7 g 7-12 cm

3550 302 3/0 10 g 7-12 cm

3550 303 3/0 12 g 7-12 cm

3550 304 3/0 15 g 7-12 cm

3550 305 3/0 17 g 7-12 cm

3550 306 3/0 21 g 7-12 cm

3550 307 3/0 25 g 7-12 cm

3550 401 4/0 7 g 12-16 cm

3550 402 4/0 10 g 12-16 cm

3550 403 4/0 12 g 12-16 cm

3550 404 4/0 15 g 12-16 cm

3550 405 4/0 17 g 12-16 cm

3550 406 4/0 21 g 12-16 cm

3550 407 4/0 25 g 12-16 cm

3550 501 5/0 10 g 14-18 cm

3550 502 5/0 12 g 14-18 cm

3550 503 5/0 15 g 14-18 cm

3550 504 5/0 17 g 14-18 cm

3550 505 5/0 21 g 14-18 cm

3550 506 5/0 25 g 14-18 cm

3550 601 6/0 10 g 18-23 cm

3550 602 6/0 12 g 18-23 cm

3550 603 6/0 15 g 18-23 cm

3550 604 6/0 17 g 18-23 cm

3550 605 6/0 21 g 18-23 cm

3550 606 6/0 25 g 18-23 cm

3550 607 6/0 30 g 18-23 cm

Trade Pack 50 Pieces

Trade Pack 40 Pieces

JIG HEADS

OFFSET JIG HEAD

Ultra-sharp offset jig hook for modern fishing between weedy banks and sunk-
en wood.

Code Hook Size Weight Content
3143 005 3/0 5 g 3 pcs

3143 007 3/0 7 g 3 pcs

3143 010 3/0 10 g 3 pcs

3143 105 4/0 5 g 3 pcs

3143 107 4/0 7 g 3 pcs

3143 110 4/0 10 g 3 pcs

3143 205 5/0 5 g 3 pcs

3143 207 5/0 7 g 3 pcs

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

YOLO SHAD SYSTEM

The new YOLO Shad System is the innovation for all predator anglers who want to 
present their soft lures at all standard depths using just one rig! The weight head 
is divided into three parts, allowing the angler to fish with 8 different weights, and 
hence at the same number of depths or speeds, simply by rotating these parts. 
Equipped with two ultra-sharp carbon steel hooks, the rig ensures secure hooking 
and can be quickly and easily combined with a wide variety of soft lures.

Code Model Hook Size Hook BS Content
4239 001 M 1, 2 2 40 kg 1 pcs

4239 002 L 1/0, 1 2 40 kg 1 pcs

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

DROPSHOT OFFSET HOOK

Code Hook Size Content Colour
4373 001 1 5 pcs black nickel

4373 100 1/0 4 pcs black nickel

4373 200 2/0 4 pcs black nickel

4373 300 3/0 3 pcs black nickel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

BIG PIKE OFFSET HOOK

There is an abundance of weighted offset hooks on the market. Unfortunate-
ly, those designed for bass fishing are often too small for our European fish. 
Quantum has brought two new sizes to the market specifically for today's 
requirements, allowing the angler to fish with typical bait sizes in Europe with-
out weed interfering.

Code Length Hook Size Weight Content Colour
3116 310 7,2 cm 8/0 10 g 3 pcs black nickel

3116 320 7,2 cm 8/0 20 g 3 pcs black nickel

3116 510 9,0 cm 11/0 10 g 2 pcs black nickel

3116 520 9,0 cm 11/0 20 g 2 pcs black nickel

Trade Pack 5 Pieces
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Q-SNAP

This is no ordinary carabiner. It is a snaplink you can completely rely on! Made 
from robust spring steel and equipped with a long connector that bends down-
wards, ensuring an optimal closure. In a nutshell, a carabiner you can count on 
even under the highest loads. Available in 6 different sizes!

Code Model Length Ø Colour
6270 001 XS 9 mm 0,40 mm steel

6270 002 S 10,3 mm 0,45 mm steel

6270 003 M 13,5 mm 0,50 mm steel

6270 004 L 14,7 mm 0,60 mm steel

6270 005 XL 17 mm 0,70 mm steel

6270 006 XXL 20 mm 0,75 mm steel

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

SHAD SCREWS

Code Ø Material Content
6236 001 3,00 mm Steel 6 pcs

6236 002 4,00 mm Steel 6 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

NO-TWIST

Any angler who uses spin-
ners knows how annoying 
it is when the line becomes 
twisted from the rotation 
of the blade. This little flag 
is mounted between the 
main line and the leader. 
It stabilises the lure action 
and effectively prevents line 
tangles! Code Model Content Colour

6230 001 L 2 pcs transparent

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

DUAL LOCK SNAP TOP GRADE W ROLLING SW

Code Length Size BS Content
6111 002 34 mm 2 32 kg 8 pcs

6111 004 30 mm 4 23 kg 10 pcs

6111 006 19 mm 6 14 kg 10 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

QUICK CLIP, EXTRA STRONG

Code Length BS Content Colour
6121 009 9 mm 4 kg 10 pcs black dull

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

Q-STINGER

When a fish attacks a soft lure, the lure does not always lodge securely in its 
throat. When solid bites are difficult to come by, an extra treble hook always 
helps! The new Q-Stingers put the odds back in our favour. Thanks to the 
unique Q-treble with a claw on the side of the shank, all three hook tips of the 
treble are positioned perilously to the sides. No more precious hook tips stick-
ing in the soft lure – now all three hooks are free to hook the fish! Produced 
to the highest quality in the most important shad lengths and with 28 kg AFW 
stainless steel and AFW sleeves. A particularly clever feature is a tough rubber 
tube above the loop for attachment, with which the stinger can either be 
attached via the jig hook or the line eye.

Code Length BS Content Colour
4101 001 6 cm 21 kg / 46 lbs 2 pcs camo steel

4101 002 8 cm 21 kg / 46 lbs 2 pcs camo steel

4101 003 10 cm 21 kg / 46 lbs 2 pcs camo steel

4101 004 12 cm 21 kg / 46 lbs 2 pcs camo steel

4101 005 17 cm 21 kg / 46 lbs 1 pcs camo steel

4101 006 17 cm 21 kg / 46 lbs 1 pcs camo steel

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

SNAPS

Q-LEADER STAINLESS STEEL

Anglers who prefer to play it safe when spinning can always count on steel! 
And not just any material but AFW. That is why only AFW stainless steel and 
corresponding sleeves are used on each and every one of our leaders. The core 
comprises uncoated 1x19 camo-steel material. Enhanced with Q-Snaps and ring 
swivels as well as inconspicuous camo sleeves over the connections. No more 
annoying weed wrapping itself around your leader. Available in two strengths 
and leader lengths.

Code Length BS Content
4103 001 30 cm 5,00 kg / 11 lbs 2 pcs

4103 002 60 cm 5,00 kg / 11 lbs 2 pcs

4103 003 30 cm 8,00 kg / 18 lbs 2 pcs

4103 004 60 cm 8,00 kg / 18 lbs 2 pcs

4103 005 30 cm 12,00 kg / 26 lbs 2 pcs

4103 006 60 cm 12,00 kg / 26 lbs 2 pcs

4103 007 30 cm 16,00 kg / 35 lbs 2 pcs

4103 008 60 cm 16,00 kg / 35 lbs 2 pcs

4103 009 50 cm 21,00 kg / 46 lbs 2 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

Q-LEADER FLUORO CARBON

Many waters are becoming increasingly clear, causing more and more lure 
anglers to use ‘inconspicuous’ fluorocarbon leaders. We offer a selection of 
ready-tied leaders that will meet the toughest demands. Produced in original 
‘Hi-Seas’ AFW fluorocarbon with their own matching pinch sleeves. The leader 
is enhanced with an original Q-Snap and special ring swivel. As a special fea-
ture, to make the leaders even more inconspicuous, we have fitted the connec-
tions with transparent sleeves that also protect the rig from weed.

Code Ø Length BS Content
2607 001 0,50 mm 60 cm 18 kg / 40 lbs 2 pcs

2607 002 0,70 mm 80 cm 27 kg / 60 lbs 2 pcs

2607 003 0,70 mm 120 cm 27 kg / 60 lbs 2 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

Q-LEADER HARD MONO TAPER LEADER

Made from nylon polymer, the surface of the hard monofilament leader is 
extremely durable without being stiff. The unique feature of the leader is its 
tapered design! This allows the thin end to be tied directly to the braided main 
line, ensuring a flawless transition to the braid which, in turn, creates optimal 
casting properties. Meanwhile, the thick end of the leader fitted with a Q-Snap 
ensures the necessary protection down near the lure! Ergonomically designed, 
transparent protection above the Q-Snap protects the leader from annoying 
weed. Suitable for both freshwater and saltwater.

Code Ø Length BS Content
2645 001 0,30 - 0,40 mm 250 cm 9 kg / 20 lbs 1 pcs

2645 002 0,40 - 0,70 mm 250 cm 15 kg / 33 lbs 1 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces
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TITANIUM STRECH WIRE LEADER

One-strand Titanium Wire Leader on a 3 m spool for making leaders, rigs and 
stingers.

Code Length BS
2329 103 3 m 3 kg / 6 lbs

2329 105 3 m 5 kg / 12 lbs

2329 108 3 m 8 kg / 18 lbs

2329 111 3 m 11 kg / 25 lbs

2329 125 3 m 25 kg / 45 lbs

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

COATED STEEL TRACE

Special 1x7 steel leader material with coating for heavy-duty use. Includes 100 
suitable pinch sleeves.

Code Length BS Colour
2315 005 20 m 4,60 kg / 10 lbs black

2315 006 20 m 6,00 kg / 15 lbs black

2315 010 20 m 10,0 kg / 25 lbs black

2315 018 20 m 18,0 kg / 40 lbs black

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

SCREW JIG SCREWING HEAD

Half round head with a spiral and fixing pin in the centre for screwing in the 
soft lure easily and precisely. The very short mounting on the front of the head 
enables optimal play of the soft lure and a perfect hold on the weight head. 
The robust eye on the underside allows stingers to be easily attached.

Code Weight Content
3148 015 15 g 2 pcs

3148 025 25 g 2 pcs

3148 035 35 g 2 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

SCREW LIP SCREWING HEAD WITH LIP

The first jig head with an integrated spiral and fixing pin in the centre that also 
has an additional diving lip. The ‘screw’ ensures an optimal grip of the soft lure 
at the front by the head while the diving lip provides for additional applica-
tions: trolling behind the boat with large rear-blade fish, twitching and steady 
retrieval with V-tails and no-action soft lures. The robust eye on the underside 
allows stingers to be easily attached.

Code Weight Content
3149 015 15 g 2 pcs

3149 025 25 g 2 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

Q-WEIGHT

Drop-shot weights in an elongated bar shape. The design ensures optimal cast-
ing properties and attractive bait presentation via the ‘tipping’ of the weight on 
the bottom.Lead-free material wrapped with a camouflage coating.

Code Weight Content Colour
3120 005 5 g 3 pcs camo

3120 007 7 g 3 pcs camo

3120 010 10 g 3 pcs camo

3120 015 15 g 3 pcs camo

3120 020 20 g 2 pcs camo

3120 025 25 g 2 pcs camo

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

WIRE TRACES

BULLET WEIGHT

Bullet Weights are high-quality weights for active fishing with modern rig sys-
tems such as the Carolina and Texas rig. Particularly on waters prone to snags, 
this type of lure retrieval often makes the difference when it comes to tempting 
zander and perch.

Code Weight Content
3158 002 5,5 g 5 pcs

3158 003 7,5 g 3 pcs

3158 005 11,5 g 3 pcs

3158 006 13,5 g 3 pcs

3158 007 15,5 g 2 pcs

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

SEA FIREBALL

High-quality fireball for angling with fish strips or octopus pieces. With three 
additional eyes, the bait itself or even additional hooks can be secured safely 
and easily.

Code Hook Size Weight Content Colour
3114 060 5/0 60 g 1 pcs silver

3114 080 5/0 80 g 1 pcs silver

3114 100 5/0 100 g 1 pcs silver

3114 150 7/0 150 g 1 pcs silver

3114 180 7/0 180 g 1 pcs silver

3114 200 9/0 200 g 1 pcs silver

3114 250 9/0 250 g 1 pcs silver

Trade Pack 5 Pieces
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opening night black toxic river

Weight Content Hook Size opening night black toxic river
15 g 2 pcs 2/0 3115 216 3115 217
20 g 2 pcs 2/0 3115 221 3115 222 3115 220
20 g 2 pcs 3/0 3115 321 3115 322 3115 320
30 g 2 pcs 2/0 3115 231 3115 232 3115 230
30 g 2 pcs 3/0 3115 331 3115 332 3115 330
40 g 2 pcs 3/0 3115 341 3115 342 3115 340

VERTICAL HEAD

Football vertical head with specially shortened hook shank to pre-
vent influencing the action of the lure. The lower additional eye 
protects the head from bumping on the bottom while also allowing 
extra hooks to be attached quickly and easily. Comes in a choice of 
three attractive designs.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

opening night

the monk

sonar flash black pelagic

toxic river

Weight Content Hook Size opening night sonar flash black pelagic toxic river the monk
35 g 2 pcs 4/0 3106 402 3106 408 3106 418 3106 403 3106 401

PELAJIG

A specially designed weight head for mid-water 
angling. 38g is the optimal weight for this style of 
fishing. The design ensures horizontal positioning in 
the water and is compatible with a variety of lure sizes. 
Available in the seven matching designs of the Quan-
tum Pelagic Shad.

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

UV TORCH

Ideal for checking the glowing properties of baits or "charging" glow-in-the-
dark baits. Batteries: 3xAAA (not included).

Code Weight
9895 005 35 g

JIG HEADS

ADJUSTABLE PREDATOR NET

Ultra-strong folding landing net with rubberised mesh - specially designed for space-saving trans-
port.

Code Length Width Height Material Tr.-Length Mesh
7002 170 1,70 m 60 cm 70 cm Rubber Net 1,25 m 24 x 16 mm

PREDATOR LANDING NET

Super-robust predator landing net with all-round 
metal frame. The rubberised mesh provides opti-
mal protection for the fish and dries in no time. 
Available in the two most popular sizes!

Code Length Width Height Size Material Tr.-Length Mesh
7003 240 2,40 m 60 cm 70 cm XL Rubber Net 1,05 m 24 x 16 mm

7003 255 2,55 m 80 cm 90 cm XXL Rubber Net 1,05 m 24 x 16 mm
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GOLIATH LANDING NET

Ultra strong and highly robust landing net for 
extreme conditions, you can always count on Goliath 
when size matters. 6 mm mesh width.

Code Length Width Depth Mesh
7023 250 2,50 m 68 cm 50 cm 6 x 6 mm

WADING LANDING NET

Sturdy frame, ample size and high 
quality finish. 8 mm mesh width.

Code Length Width Height Mesh
7000 001 51 cm 58 cm 100 cm 8 x 8 mm

PREDATOR KEEPER

The Predator Keeper covers a range of important functions for taking care of a landed fish: the fish can be held in it until the camera or scales have been fetched from 
the bag. The rubberised net prevents damage to the slime coating when the Keeper is using for weighing. The Quantum “Measure Mat Boat” is just the right size to 
also allow the Keeper to be used for precise measurement.

Code Length Width Height Material Mesh
8504 010 1,30 m 30 cm 30 cm Rubber Net 8 mm

LANDING NETS

QUANTUM HOODY

Material: 100% Polyester. Gram weight: 360 g/m²

Code Size Colour
8460 001 S black camo

8460 002 M black camo

8460 003 L black camo

8460 004 XL black camo

8460 005 XXL black camo

8460 006 XXXL black camo

QUANTUM JERSEY

Material: 100% Polyester. Gram weight: 160 g/m²

Code Size Colour
8461 001 S red/grey

8461 002 M red/grey

8461 003 L red/grey

8461 004 XL red/grey

8461 005 XXL red/grey

8461 006 XXXL red/grey

QUANTUM WINTER SUIT Snugly warm with full protection against wind and rain! This two-piece winter suit not only keeps you warm and cosy, 
it also won't let wind or rain through. The high-quality “Waterproof Shell” material in timeless grey has a water col-
umn of 5000mm and sealed seams.  An eye-catcher: The high-cut and fluffy warm collar with chin padding for best 
protection against icy winds.First-class fit and wearing comfort is also offered by the thermal dungarees, which ensure 
a perfect feeling of well-being thanks to their generously cut back section.Other extras: additional knee paddings, 
quality zipper and lined trouser pockets with zipper for warming up cold hands when fishing. The jacket has a padded, 
detachable hood with rain shield, practical inner and outer pockets and soft cuffs on the sleeves. Material: Shell: 210T 
polyester, poly chloride coating, 5.000 mm water resistance. Gram weight: 200 g/m²

Code Size Colour
8440 001 S black/grey

8440 002 M black/grey

8440 003 L black/grey

8440 004 XL black/grey

8440 005 XXL black/grey

8440 006 XXXl black/grey
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CLOTHING

QUANTUM RAPPER CAP

Material: 100% Cotton

Code Size Colour
9788 074 56 cm black

9788 075 58 cm black

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

SPECIALIST CAPS

Material: 100% Cotton. Gram weight: 340 g/m²

Code Colour
9788 034 black

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

QUANTUM VISOR

Material: 100% Cotton

Code Colour
9788 008 grey

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

QUANTUM WINTER CAP

Material: 100% Cotton

Code Colour
9788 070 grey

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

OUTDOOR JACKET

The days when anglers sat at the water in second hand army clothes are over. Long sessions and inclement 
weather call for first class clothing. The new Quantum Outdoor clothing more than satisfies the requirements of a 
comfortable, contemporary design combined with modern materials and intelligently applied reinforcements. Our 
testers were particularly impressed with the completely wind and waterproof Water-X external material, which is 
breathable to prevent sweating. Watertightness: 20,000 mm water column. Material: Breathable, 100% Polyester. 
Gram weight: 130 g/m²

Code Size Colour
8902 001 M grey/black

8902 002 L grey/black

8902 003 XL grey/black

8902 004 XXL grey/black

OUTDOOR BIB'N'BRACE

Matching bib and brace for the outdoor 
jacket. Material: Breathable, 100% Polyester. 
Gram weight: 130 g/m²

Code Size Colour
8901 001 M grey/black

8901 002 L grey/black

8901 003 XL grey/black

8901 004 XXL grey/black
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Supplied 
without line.

LEADER DISPENSER BAG

Special leader pocket with dispenser function. Not only is unwanted unwinding 
of expensive leader material in the bag a thing of the past, you can also pull off 
and cut the desired length as required. Space for five spools of leader material 
and compatible with our Quantum EXO FC spools or steel leader spools. Mate-
rial: Polychlorid

Code Ø Width Colour Compartments
8517 043 10 cm 10 cm black/red 5

SPECIALIST BELLY BAG

Practical bum bag for the mobile angler with sufficient storage and high com-
fort. Perfect for the modern and ever-growing street fishing community. Mate-
rial: 100% Nylon

Code Length Width Height
8517 034 22 cm 12 cm 16 cm

SPINNER BAIT BAG

Special bag for space-saving and secure storage of spin-baits or even leader 
materials. Material: 100% Nylon

Code Length Width Height
8517 019 16 cm 13,5 cm 3 cm

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

CASTING PROTECTOR

Optimal finger protection for long casts – 
whether surf angling or carp fishing. Material: 
100% Neoprene

Code Colour
9790 015 black

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

FUJI HOOKHOLDER CLIP

Clever accessory for retro-fitting a hook 
retainer to a rod. Protects the hook tip.

Code
6330 001

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

CARRYALL

WATERPROOF BOXES

Ingenious invention sought after by many 
an angler: waterproof boxes for small acces-
sories and lures. With their all-round rubber 
O-ring and sealing clips, the boxes provide 
optimal protection

Code Width Height Depth Size
8061 027 22,5 cm 17,5 cm 4,7 cm S

8061 028 27,5 cm 17,5 cm 4,7 cm M

8061 029 35 cm 22,5 cm 4,7 cm L

Trade Pack 10 Pieces

STINGER BOX

Special waterproof box for 
secure storage of stingers (also 
known as panic hooks).

Code Length Width Height
8061 032 20 cm 11 cm 5 cm

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

ROD GUARD SPINNING

Rod protector for modern, one-piece 
rods during transport by car or for 
storage on the boat or at home. 
Material: 100% Polyester

Code Length
8403 005 1,65 m

8403 006 1,65 m

REEL TAPE

Elastic band to protect the line on the reel spool during transport and at the 
water’s edge. Also acts as excellent UV protection and a top storage tip for 
your fishing tackle store at home. Material: 100% Polyester

Code Model Ø Width Weight Content Colour
8560 001 Medium 3,50 cm 1,50 cm 3 g 1 pcs red/black

Trade Pack 25 Pieces
MEASURING MAT

A Measure Mat up to 1.3 m in length – for protective and precise measurement 
of fish. Material: 100% Polychlorid

Code Length Width
8504 001 1,30 m 15 cm

MEASURING MAT BOAT

A Measure Mat up to 1.3 m in length – for protective and precise measurement 
of fish. Material: 100% Polychlorid

Code Length Width
8504 002 1,30 m 30 cm
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SPECIALIST ROD STAND

Code Width Height Depth
9963 506 60 cm 105 cm 43 cm

BOWFLAG QUANTUM

Includes flag, pole, base plate and bag.

Code Width Height
9966 054 60 cm 260 cm

QUANTUM STICKER

Special high-tech boat sticker with certified seawater resistance. Highly 
UV-resistant thanks to the use of screen printing. The UV resistance 
lasts several years depending on use and the intensity of the actual 
radiation. Material: Polychlorid adhesive film, P4 polyacrylate high-tech 
adhesive with certified seawater resistance

Code Width Height
9949 051 119 cm 45 cm

MEASURE TAPE STICKER

Special high-tech boat sticker with certified seawater resistance. Highly UV-resistant thanks to the use of screen printing. The UV resistance lasts several years depend-
ing on use and the intensity of the actual radiation. Material: Polychlorid adhesive film, P4 polyacrylate high-tech adhesive with certified seawater resistance

Code Width Height
9949 038 119 cm 12,4 cm

Trade Pack 5 Pieces

ACCESSORIES
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